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Status asthmaticus is the most critical clinical expression of
bronchial asthma because its advanced gas exchange defects are
life-threatening . Since status asthmaticus is associated with a 1
to 3 percent mortality rate, a patient with this diagnosis warrants
immediate hospitalization with lull supportive measures . The
clinical state is essentially defined as a severe episode of asthma
that i unrelieved b usually eff Uvc bronchodilator drugs This
pharmacologic defect is, however, not absolute, for it may be
partially overcome in sone patients with intravenous isoproterenol or similar adrenergic drugs . This effect of isoproterenol occurs larger (but not exclusively) in children and presumably
mainly reflects changes in bronchomotor tone, because these
patients are more likely to be suffering from a rapidly reversible
bronchial muscle contractile component . This contrasts with the
more resistant, slowly resolving patterns associated with airway
inflammation and secretional obstruction, in which limited betaadrenergic drug responses larger+ occur from the intra-airway
mechanical obstruction resulting from glandular secretions,
edema, and inflammatory responses . Inasmuch as the majority
of allected patients exhibit such secretional airways obstruction,
the use of bronchodilator drugs in this context thus becomes a
maneuver to identify that such refractory inflammatory, path o
mechanical obstruction exists.
While it is well accepted that the term status asthmaticus refers
to an asthmatic condition possessing two essential features-severe airflow obstruction and little or no improvement in airflow
in response to initial bronchodilator therapy [351-there is no
agreement on specific criteria for defining the severity of airflow
obstruction or the precise drugs or duration of therapeutic relractoriness necessary to establish the diagnosis . Nevertheless,
the general consensus is that the airway obstruction should be
life-threatening [5, 37 f 163, 2031 .
A number of other taros have been employed in recent years
to describe severe asthma ; these include near fatal asthma [2301+
life-threatening asthma [350, 384], acute severe asthma [6] } and
sudden a pli rfc asthma [372 J, but none satisfactorily replaces
status ast motfcus because they do not imply refractoriness . Despite the lack of a consensus un an objective definition acute
severe asthma or status asthmaticus can be characterized by a
number of clinical and physiologic features (Table 73-1 . Persistence of these features, despite adequate acute therapy, would
constitute therapeutic refractoriness .
Although there are rio specific criteria for defining drug refractoriness in status asthmaticus, general guidelines can be prnviIed . The usual clinical practice is to administer a beta-adrenergic drug by aerosol or by the subcutaneous route, and at times
theophylline, to an acutely ill patient with asthma (see Chap . 7
and then to assess the response over the first hour or two of
treatment-the temporal course of most beta-agonist agents
used in the acute setting. A lavorable response is judged according to both subjective clinical features and objective findings spirometric+ peak expiratory flow rate PEFR , or arterial

blood gays measurements ; however, spirometric and PEFR testing
requires a properly instructed and cooperative patient . Because
thy findings may vary among patients and as nu absolute data
exist that define an appropriate therapeutic trial or parameters
of response in such patients, no strict criteria can be provided .
Nevertheless, in addition to subjective or clinical improvement }
as approximate guidelines the forced vital capacity (FICC) should
improve to at least 1 .5 liters, the fiat-second forced expiratory
by 15 percent or more and at least to 1 .1 liter, and
volume FE
the PEFR to at least loo to 120 liters per minute . Overall, a response in PEER or FEV L of 10 percent or less constitutes a failure
of acute therapy ; this situation will be clinically obvious . PEF'R
or FE:I 1 values 5 percent or less of the predicted normal identify
patients at risk for developing significant hypercapnia or acidosis . A very favorable response to the selected regimen is an irnprovement in FEY or PEFR of 70 percent or greater than predicted ; the response is poor when values remain under 40
percent of the predicted value . In addition, arterial blood gas
and pH determinations may be required to validate clinical and
spirometric improvement, as some patients may exhibit more
subjective or clinical relief than is documented from spirometric
or blood gas data ; in this context, Pa02 should be at least
mmHg, and PaCO2, 40 to 45 mmHg or less (ambient air) (see
further discussion later in #his chapter) .
Several authors have proposed indices for predicting the need
for hospitalization in patients presenting to emergency rooms
with severe + acute asthma [13, 97 .. Fischl and coworkers 1971
concluded that the need for hospitalization coup be predicted
with 96 percent accuracy if four or more of the following conditions exist before therapy is initiated : 1 pulse rate at least 1201
miry, ] respiratory rate at least 0lrnin 3) pulsus paradoxus at
least 1 mmHg, 4 PEFR 120 L/min or less, 5 moderate to severe
dyspriea, 6 accessory muscle use, and 7 wheezing . This grading index could also be applied alter initial therapy as an indicator of drug refractoriness . However, two later studies failed to
confirm the predictive accuracy of the Fischl index regarding
relapse in acute asthma [41, 300], and so the index per se cannot
be currently recommended .
The drug schedules proposed in Chapter 7 dealing with the
therapy of acute asthma in the adult are recommended for the
initial therapeutic strategy Failure of these approaches usually
indicates pharmacologic refractoriness . In the absence of specific criteria for hospitalization, the following constitute general
guidelines:
L

1 . Persisting symptoms dyspnea and signs (wheezing),
-40 predicted) and not improving follow2 . PEFR or FEV 1
ing acute therapy.
. Recent repeated emergency rem visits ; nocturnal difficulties
4 Arterial blood gapes : normal or elevated PCO 2 in a symptomatic patient ; addemic pH ; Pa02 less than 50 to 60 mmHg .
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Ta fe 73-L Indices of acute, severe, or fffe-t rreatenin refractor
asthma
Disturbances of consciousness
Cyanosis (central)
Severe respiratory distress or exhaustion
Recurrent acute episodes over a short period (e.g., -7 days)
Increasing bronchodilator requirement with minimal relief
Profuse diaphor ,is
Pulsus paradoxus 15-18 mmHg
Sternocleidomastoid contraction, intercostal retraction, paradoxical
abdominal respiration
Wheezing on inspiration (high pitch) or silent chest
Tachypnea
/min
Tachycardia
12O beat min
Peak expiratory flow rate
1 -12O 1'min, or
5-40% 01 predicted
Forced vital capacity
1-1 .5 L, or
5-40 predicted
Forced expiratory volume in 1 second
1 .0 L or 25-40% of
predicted
PaID2
mrmEig (room air)
PaCO2 X40-45 mmHg ( ± aridemia)
Electrocardiographic abnormalities, hypotension
Coexisting pneumonia, pneumothorax, pneumomediastinum

Regardless of the specific criteria applied, once a severe attack
of asthma is deemed refractory to therapy and status asthmaticus
is diagnosed, gree corollaries arise : 1) bronchial asthma is now

life-threatening,

status asthmaticus is a medical emergency,
and monitoring and therapy roust be intensified accordingly, and
3 hospitalization is immediately required for instituting diag-

nostic studies, intensive treatment, nursing care, and the el imination of offending agents .
Once initial drug refractoriness to conventional bronchodilators is determined, intravenous corticosteroids should be initiated; .0 to 4 .0 mg/kg of body weight of hydrocortisone hemisuc=
curate or an equivalent preparation) should be given and

maintenance doses continued in the hospital (see Chap . 60 .
Finally, while a variety of clinical or quantitative methods are
available for determining the initial effectiveness of drug therapy
`EER, spirometry, arterial blood gases, predictive indexes, and
so on). no single feature or combination of observations can
unequivocally predict the reed for hospitalization nor can they
supplant the meticulous concerns of the involved physician . In
am case of uncertainty as to the patient's course, hospitalization
is safer and is strongly recommended .
Considering that the best therapeutic approach would be to
avoid the development of status asthmaticus altogether, sections
of this chapter will deal with the pathogenesis of status asthmaticus, identification of patients at risk, and strategies that may
prevent its development . The goals of management are the restoration of optimal lung function and clinical status, the prevention
of mortality, and subsequently the maintenance of stable asthma
with prevention of early relapse .

INCITING FACTORS
No unique precipitating factor has been incriminated as the

cause

of status asthmaticus The usual irritants are those that

may provoke any attack of asthma, including allergen exposure,
viral respiratory infection, air pollutants, toxin exposure, cold
air, and temperature and humidity changes In many instances,
the initiating event or events, may not be clinically obvious, or
many factors may interact to intensify or propagate the process
For most patients, status asthmaticus begins as any other attack
of asthma, revealing its true character only as refractoriness to

therapy develops Infectious exacerbations may to more corn .
[non in patients with intrinsic asthma, whereas allergic insults
roar be more easily incriminated in those with extrinsic atopy .

Inhalant allergens, because of their sheer incidence, are undoubtedly among the most important incitants . Recently, air •
borne spores of 4lternoria alternata have been implicated as a
risk factor for respiratory arrest in children and young adults
with asthma [250J . Fever, emotional or physical stress, dehydration, and hypermetabolic demands are ancillary factors, but are
of therapeutic importance . Occupational hazards also require
consideration (see Chap, 46) . Asthma has been associated with
exposure to isocyanates, enzyme detergents, baking, plastic
wrapping, cotton or flax dust, certain wood dusts, and metal

compounds such as nickel or platinum salts [ I ] . Nonasthmatic
occupational toxic insults must be distinguished because acute
chemical bronchiolitis can mimic status asthmaticus . Cpl course,
cigarette smoking can intensify any insult .
Patients with allergic respiratory diseases exhibit an increased
morbidity and mortality during periods of high air pollution with
particulates, ozone, oxides of sulfur, carbon monoxide, metals,
and photochemicals, as well as during periods of temperature
inversion and climate changes In one serious epidemic in Donora, Pennsylvania, about 90 percent of the asthmatic population
was affected * compared with 40 percent of the total population
[113] . In addition, hospital emergency room visits in urban areas
increase during periods of stagnation; commonly cited examples
include such occurrences in New Orleans and Yokohama, Yokohama asthma being a nonspecific effect of air pollutants in sus+
ceptible persons [338 ?S] (see Chap . 45) . In other instances,
wind forces from a city dump have been related to similar outbreaks [192] . Even soybean dust has been identified as an asthma
epidemic incitant in urban sites [1] . Status asthmaticus and
deaths have occurred with such exposure to industrial pollutants, temperature, and atmospheric or geographic changes, and
appropriate protective measures should be encouraged .
Respiratory tract infections may precipitate are asthma episode
or in some instances develop secondarily . Viral provocations
appear to be commonly incriminated, particularly in children,
and include respiratory syncytial virus, influenza, parainfluenza,
rhinovirus, and adenovirus . Estimates for a viral etiology range
from 10 to 40 percent in children requiring hospitalization, with
the variability in incidence arising from differences in age, serologic methods, and patient selection [76, 16J . 'coPfasmapneur oniae infection, a common cause of communit reacquired pneumonia in children and young adults, has been reported to be
associated with exacerbations of asthma [20]. The association
between viral infections and subsequent airways hyperreactivity
is detailed in Chapter 44, Chlamytha pneumonia is another causa+
five agent that may be associated with adult-onset asthma 1129] .
Compared to viruses, bacterial infections are not commonly
involved in precipitating asthma attacks but they may be causative in select instances and need to be identified . Bacterial infertion in childhood cases of status asthmaticus is perhaps more
common in nonatopic children and in those with an immunologic
deficiency, while infective bronchitis or sinusitis may be contributory in adults . There may also be an increased risk of infection
in corticosteroid-treated patients [63, 223] ; this risk may not
apply to patients on alternate-day schedules. Whether asthma
predisposes a person to subsequent infectious complications is
not entirely resolved ; in one study, 11 percent of the asthmatic
children experienced recurrent bacterial pneumonias [177] .
Other data indicate that this is an infrequent problem, possibly
because of the brevity of such attacks [209]. In adults, it is becoming clear that the use of routine antimicrobials is not warranted
in the management of acute episodes unless specific findings of
a bacterial process are present L123] (see Chap . 44) .
Certain drugs (nonsteroidal antiinflammatory agents [273] or
beta blockers) may precipitate severe asthma attacks, while undenise of necessary medications may amplify the effect of other
causative factors (Chap. 48).

7 . Status Asthmaticus

MECHANISMS FOR DRUG REFRACTORINESS
A variety of physiochemical and pharmacologic mechanisms
have been proposed to explain why patients in status asthmaticus are refractory to therapy (Table 73-2) . Several of the pathom hanical findings observed in the lungs of patients who die in
statin asthmaticus are apparently of sufficient severity to explain
refractoriness . Widespread tenacious mucous plugs obstructing
the bronchi may physically impede the entry of inhaled drugs,
and hence limit the access of aerosolized bronchodilator drugs
to the distal or even more central airways+ rapid shallow breathing may lurcher reduce aerosol delivery to the peripheral airways,
Extensive bronchial wall edema and smooth muscle spasm and
hypertrophy may additionally retard the diffusion of drugs from
the luminal surface to their site of action . Even with delivery of
drug to the sites of action, these pathologic abnormalities are
apt to respond slowly . The essential issue, of course is how and
why such critical secretory problems arise in status asthmaticus .
Bronchodilator ineffectiveness could hypothetically result
from decreased drug delivery, decreased absorption, increased
drug elimination, or alterations in cellular control or homeostatic
mechanisms . Evidence has been accruing to suggest that betaadrenergic receptor hyporesponsiveness to beta agonists is an
important mechanism underlying drug refractoriness in patients
with severe asthma 11181, Bronchi isolated from subjects who
died during asthma attacks are less responsive to beta agonists
than are bronchi from subjects without asthma, whereas the re~
sponsiveness to theophylline is similar (119] . Other investigators
have found a significant negative correlation between beta agonist bronchodilator potency and the severity of asthma [151 . Furthermore, peripheral lymphocytes from atopic asthmatics demonstrate a marked reduction in beta+ adrenergic receptor function
4 hours after allergen challenge in comparison to lymphocytes
from healthy controls, perhaps reflecting impaired coupling between beta adrenergic receptors and adenylate cyclase [222J .
'These results are compatible with the hypothesis that acute allergic inflammatory responses render beta adrenergic receptors
dysfunctional 1120) . This hypothesis remains controversial, however, pause the apparent receptor hypofunction could also be
related to reduced drug access or downregulation brought about
by previous beta agonist use . This subject is presented in greater
de tail in Chapters 14 and 55 .
The downregulation of receptors or tachyphylaxis to beta-adrenergic drugs may also be a factor in the refractoriness to therapy [2781 . Tachyphylaxis to syrnpathomimetic drugs such as

Table T3-2 . Pool ate t mechanisms of drug refractoriness

Limited access of aerosolized drugs
Intense bronchospasm and edema
Sec retional obstruction
Tachypnea and hypopnea
f e ta-adrenerg is recepto r hyporespons iveness
Impaired coupling with adenylate cyclase
Dowrtregulation of receptors
TachyphryIaxis
Metabolic inhibition (isoproterenol)
Inadequate dosages
Relative to pharmacologic need
Increased metabolism clearance
Drug interactions
Other
Epithelial damage with inhibition of relaxing lactnrs
Cholinergic Influences
Cort icastemld "resistance"
Release of chemoattractant factors and other cytokines
Epinephrine fastness in acidemia
[Meets in mucociliary function
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ephedrine . which acts indirectly through the release of norepinephrine from adrenergic nerve terminals, is well known 1421
and results from depletion of norepinephrine stores in the nerve
terminals . Other sympathomimetic drugs such as isoproterenol
and albuterol act directly on membrane receptors and target
cells, causing a different form of tachyphylaxis + Studies done on
isolated tissues and in experimental animals have provided evidence that prolonged treatment with such beta-adrenergic agonists decreases the number of functional membrane receptors,
thereby reducing the response to a given dose of drug down regulation) [106, 234] . However, desensitization to beta agonists has
not been confirmed by other studies ; for example, no reduction
has been observed to occur in the number of lymphocytic beta
receptors in asthmatics receiving 400 µg of albuterol qid [3651 .
Clinical studies have shown decreased bronchodilator responsiveness to inhaled albuterol in norma' subjects [ 1481 and asthmatic patients ]230 and to oral terbutaline in patients with stable
asthma or chronic bronchitis [165] . recent study demonstrated
poorer control of asthma in patients using a fenoterol inhaler on
a regular rather than an as-needed basis, suggesting that regular
therapy impairs bronchodilator responsiveness [317a1 . However,
not all studies have detected such diminished responsiveness to
beta agonists (1881, in that the decline in bronchodilator response to beta-adrenergic drugs, when observed, has generally
been small, and the clinical relevance of this to status asthmaticus is yet to be clarified . Unquestionably, the first-line therapy
for acute, severe asthma remains beta agonists, even though their
prior use may have resulted in some hyporesponsivene s . In
some instances . corticosteroids may alleviate this problem, since
administration restores bronchodilator responsiveness to beta
agonists [86, 3201 .
Among beta agonists, isoproterenol may constitute a special
case,
it has been associated with severe refractory asthma and
lack of bronchodilator response, with clinical and spirometric
improvement occurring after its discontinuation I , 3641 . Therapeutic doses of nebulized isoproterenol have also been reported
to induce bronchoconstriction in some patients 1174] . Broncho .
constriction following the use of inhaled isoproterenol may result
from an irritative effect caused b one or more of the ingredients
in the aerosol . A metabolite of isoproterenol . 3-methoxyisoproterenol, is a weak beta-receptor antagonist and may also play a
role [266]#
The role of alpha-adrenergic pathways in asthma is the subject
of continuing study . Although alpha-adrenergic-blocking drugs
have been shown to reduce postexercise bronchoconstriction in
asthmatics [127, 265], alpha-adrenergic receptors most likely do
not play a major role in the regulation of airway tore in either
healthy subjects or asthmatic patients [14] .
Airway epithelial damage or desquamation may pian a role
its the refractoriness to therapy in acute, severe asthma . Such
damage, aside from causing mechanical obstruction and impairmerit of the mucociliary apparatus, could impair the secretion
of epithelium-derived inhibiting and relaxing factors that roar
ameliorate bronchospastic responses [99] .
Another factor possibly contributing to the refractoriness to
therapy is adrenocorticosteroid dependency or resistance . cemid resistance is characterized b an increased plasma clearance of cortisol, a decreased eosinopenic response to steroids +
and poor asthma control despite the use of usually effective corticosteroid doses [314] . Such patients require two to three times
the usual steroid doses for control of an asthmatic exacerbation
and an immediate increase in dose during any physiologic stress .
Hence, while a variety of factors may contribute to drug reiractoriness and these may vary among patients } the precise mechanisms responsible for causing status asthmaticus are currently
unresolved . Generally, the presence of widespread, tenacious,
and obstructive inflammatory airway secretions and edema appears to be the major problem, but the cause of this is not fully
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defined. Questions that require answers are: is it simply a quanti-

tative problem? and I-lo v critical is the failure of the mucociliary
and clearance activities in this process? Additional biochemical
and pharmacologic factors may become additive secondary
causes against this background . Diffuse epithelial damage [ 99 1
and beta •a drenergic desensitization, either due to beta-adrenergic receptor-adenylate cyclase uncoupling or to drug-induced
downregulation, are likely components of the mechanism, or
mechanisms, involved . Whether alterations in the sensitivity to
or the release of other mediators such as neutrophil chemotactic
factors [5 ), leukotrienes, or platelet-activating factor have a distinctive role in status asthmaticus remains to be established .
Pathology
four understanding of the pathologic features of status asthmaticus is derived largely from autopsy examinations in fatal cases
[3 t 84 t 150. 151 . 221, 383], The gross and microscopic findings in
patients in status asthmaticus have been reviewed b Thuribeck
[354] and Hogg [147] and are discussed in Chapter S .
At autopsy, the lungs are iound to be markedly h periullated
and do not collapse when removed from the thorax . An almost
ubiquitous pathologic finding in patients dying in status asthmaticus presumably reflects a predominant cause of the refractory
airways obstruction, namely, the occlusion of airways by thick
and extremely tenacious mucous plugs (plate 27) . These may
extend diffusely from the upper airways to respiratory bronchioles and coexist with the previously described gross morphologic parenchymal overdistention . In addition to marked cornpromise of the airways caused b spasm of hypertrophied
smooth muscle and epithelial invaginations and evaginations,
these inspissated periodic-acid Schiff-positive secretions
grossly reduce the effective luminal diameter (Fig . 73- 1 . These
plugs are composed of a mixture of mucus and proteinaceous
Fig . 73-Lb Bro tc# trs from a patient with status asthm boos. Lumina f
diameter is reduced by the is aginarion of the airway, mucous pkrg in
to en, edema, and muscle h perfrophy and spasm .

exudate containing large numbers of eosinophils, Charcot-Lei .
derv crystals, and shed airway epithelial cells, either singly or in
clumps . which are recognized in expectorated sputum a reola
bodies, Important facets of these secretional phenomena that are
yet to be clarified in status asthmaticus include the biochemical
changes in such mucus, mucociliary transport, and epithelial
mucosal permeability . Additional findings in some patients dying
of asthma include occasional patients with "dry" airways and
others with areas of atelectasis, subpleural fibrosis, and bronchiectasis (80, 292], True emphysema with air space enlargement
and tissue destruction is seldom seen in cases of fatal asthma
[Si, 1 , 383 However, interstitial emphysema consisting of dis4
ruption and tearing of peribronchial and perivascular connective
tissue was recently described in 36 of 53 patients with fatal
asthma and was associated with bronchial glad duct ectasia
[50]T piealky, the bronchial mucosa shows extensive goblet cell
metaplasia and hyperplasia, [la] . Large areas of epithelium are
sloughed into the lumen, leaving only the basal layer of the epithelium. Thickening of the basement membrane b deposition of
increased amounts of collagen on the nonluminal side of the
basal lamina is characteristic of asthma but not pathognomonic,
it is also found in other respiratory diseases [0 , 310) . `i`he
mucous glands are enlarged and the bronchial wall is heavily
infiltrated with eosinophils in patients dying of status asthmaticus! A marked increase in the thickness of bronchial smooth
muscle is seen, unlike the situation in chronic bronchitis, and
primarily reflects muscle cell hyperplasia rather than hypertrophy [31,134, 350) . lmmunolluorescentstaining has identified immunoglobulin E in bronchial epithelial cells, basement mem-

brane, bronchial glands, and intrabronchial mucus in patients
with asthma [110], Recently, inflammation has been described in
pulmonary vascular walls adjacent to inflamed bronchi, perhaps
contributing to gas exchange abnormalities [307] .
Since the classic descriptions of long pathologic changes in
bronchial asthma have been based on the postmortem features
of patients dying of acute asthma or status asthmaticus, it has
only been inferred that lesser degrees of these characteristic
findings occur in milder or nonfatal cases . However, a valuable
ultrastructural study of the airways conducted in asthmatic chkldren during clinical remission 01 their disease, using tissue obtained from lung biopsies performed for other reasons, has been
reported (64] . Interestingly, these asymptomatic patients exhib
ited typical but lesser degrees of mucous plugging, goblet cell
hyperplasia, peribronchial smooth muscle hypertroph+, and eosinophilic infiltration . Hence, secretional obstruction seems
characteristic of asthma, whether mild or severe, in clinical remission, or in status asthmaticus . Again, this pathomechanical
feature not only limits effective aerosol bronchodilator drug dispersion but appears to be the major factor in initial pharmacologic refractoriness .

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND MORTALITY
Asthma affects approximately to 5 percent of the general population [18, 7j, but precise statistics on the incidence of status
asthmaticus are unavailable . Only a small fraction of asthmatics
require hospitalization for the treatment of severe asthma and
the mortality rate for patents who are hospitalized is approximately 1 to 3 percent [25, 82, 1?1, 316J . In a 0-year follow-up
study of 449 patients first seen for asthma before the age of 13,
only percent required treatment in-hospital, and only 0 .8 percent of the entire group died of asthma [281] .
Asthma is a common reason for hospital admission, accounting for percent of the admissions to the medical service and S
percent of the admissions to the pediatric service of a New York
City municipal hospital [172) . When hospitalized for status asth-
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uratic , children have demonstrated a male predominance
[1421 . and adults a strong female predominance (approximately
1 ) [172, 315, 3191 .
Although asthma has been recognized for at least a few thousand years [18], during the early 1900s it was commonly believed
that acute asthma attacks rarely, if ever, caused death [2581 .
Several autopsy studies conducted in patients dying from asthma
reported during the 1920s through 1950s [15f , 151, 383] drew
attention to the problem of asthma-related death and described
the extensive mucus plugging that characterizes the pathology
of asthma. Records of the US. National Center fur Health Stale;
tics show that the asthma death rate increased from .5 per
loo }40o population in 1937 to 4 .5 in 1951, perhaps related to
increased reporting [360] . Subsequently, there was a steady decline in asthma death rates to 11 .8 per 100,000 U .S. population in
1978, a period marked by improvements in the pharmacotherapy
of asthma, particularly the advent of corticosteroids .
The shady decrease in asthma death rates seen in the United
States contrasts with the experience in England, Wales, Australian
Ireland, New Zealand, and Norway, where increases in asthma
mortality were observed between 1959 and 1955, affecting all age
groups from 5 to 64 years, but especially the 5- to 34-year age
group, in which the death rate tripled 118J . The rising death rate
paralleled an increase in the use of pressurized aerosols containing isoproterenol, and these were postulated to be responsible
for the "epidemic" of asthma •related deaths [158, 335, 335] . This
theory has since been disputed by other investigators 1147, 287],
and a yet there is no satisfactory explanation for the increased
mortality occurring during those years . A more recent increase
in asthma mortality rates has been reported throughout much of
the world first becoming apparent in New Zealand [126 . 162,
236], where between 1875 and 1979 the asthma mortality increased from 1 .4 to 4 .1 per 144,004 in the 5- to 4-year age group .
Initially reports suggested that the use of oral theophylline in
combination with high doses of inhaled salbutamol might have
contributed to the occurrence of cardiotoxicity and increased
rates of sudden death [3891 . However + subsequent reports have
cast doubt on this association [125, 16 0 . 3751 . 'Phis subject is
further detailed in Chapter 90 .
Between 1978 and 1979, asthma mortality increased from 0 .8
to 12 per 100,000 in the United States, but this may have been
related to the implementation in 1979 of the ninth revision of
the International Classification of Disease [332] However + the
continued rise in the asthma death rates to 1 .4 per 100,400 in
1985 could not be attributed to the reclassification [3321 . The
increase occurred throughout all age groups and regions of the
United States, and occurred in both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas . Rates of death were higher among females and
blacks, with rates increasing from 1 .8 per 100,000 in 1979 to .5
per loo,
in 1984 Ior black females [3321 . Similar increases in
asthma death rates have been reported from Australia, England
and Wales, Canada + and Denmark. Death rates remain highest in
New Zealand, although they have slowly been decreasing since
1984,

RISK FACTORS
The recent alarming increase in the asthma mortality rates in
many countries remains unexplained, but has stimulated a number of studies into the risk factors for asthma-related deaths .
Based on the findings from these studies, which have been mostly
retrospective reviews of death certificates, a profile of the patient
at risk for fatal or near-fatal asthma has emerged 130 . 51, 141,
1999, 285, 3 , 317, 344, 346] . Some demographic factors place
certain patients at higher risk, namely being in the adolescent or
young adult age groups and of non-Caucasian ethnicity [3171 .
Patients at higher risk usually have a history of severe asthma,
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Table 73-3d #sI factory For mortality in asthma
Demographic factors
Adolescent or young adult
loon- ucasion
l-fistorical factors
Prior bk-threatening attacks (prior irit ibation for asthma)
Hospita]izations or emergency room visits or more) within the
past year
Emergency room visits or hospitalizations in past month
Use of or more asthma drugs
Airway lability f PEFR •)
Corticosteroid use (past/present)
History of syncopelhypoxic seizures
Coexisting severe lung disease
Psychosaxial Tactors
Poor compliance with medications; inability to use devices
Denial
Alcoholism
Continued smoking
Depression or other major psychiatric illness
Procrastination in seeking medical care
Physician-related factors
Failure to diagnose or appreciate severity of attack
Underutilization of corticosteroids
Failure to adequately follow up and monitor using objective
measures
Inappropriate use of sedatives or other drugs
Failure to identify high-risk patient
Failure to educate patient
PF.FR = peak expiratory flow rate .

including prior life-threatening attacks, hospitalization, or emergency room visits within the previous year, and are taking three
or more asthma drugs [286] . Airway lability, as determined by
marked decreases in the PEF"H in the early morning (morning
dipping), also identifies patients at risk [142 . 381] . Psychosocial
factors are also important, including patient denial of the illness
or difficulty in recognizing the severity of the disease and poor
compliance with medication (224a, 317] . Patients at risk tend to
have poor access to medical care and may have dilficulties with
self-care, emotional disturbances, alcoholism, smoking, depression, or other major psychiatric illnesses [317, 346 } 347] .
Patients at risk also commonly receive suboptimal care from
practitioners, and this includes underutilization of corticosteroids, o rerre l i once on bronchodilator therapy, lack of appreciation b the physician of the severity of the attack, and patient
delay in seeking help or physician delay in administering care
[332, 340] . These risk factors are summarized in Table 73-3 .
Although 86 percent of the patients studied by the British Thoracic Association [391 died outside of the hospital, approximately
50 percent of the deaths in the United States occur in the emer •
gene room or hospital [332] . Factors thought to contribute to
in; hospital deaths include underutilization of therapy, especially
corticosteroids, lack of frequent physiologic assessments such
as spirometry or arterial blood gas analysis (51, 200, 256), and the
use of intermittent positive-pressure breathing (IPPB) devices,
resulting in pneumothorax 117I , 172, 221 .
Although patients at higher risk for fatal or near-fatal asthma
can be identified, all patients with asthma should be considered
at some risk Ior severe attacks, The British Thoracic Association
[30] found that one4hird of the patients dying with . acute asthma
were never previously hospitalized for asthma .

Pry-Status A thmutlcus
A prodromal period of pre-status asthmaticus exists (Table 734). This state should be identified because early recognition and
intervention may abort the occurrence of overt status asthmat-
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Table 73-4. Clues to impending stouts ast matlcus

Table 73-5 Features contributing to poor prognosis in status
asthmaticus

History-change in pattern of symptoms
Wheezing : more severe or frequent, particularly at night
Worsening dyspneas prog~'essiye exercise limitations, dyspnea at
rest, orthopnea, or fatigue
Cough with tenacious sputum : difficult to expectorate or a
substantial decrease in daily volume ; changes in sputum color
from white to yellow, gray, or green (i .e., purulent)
Refractoriness to drugs: increasing use with less relief from
otherwise efficacious drugs ; polypharmacy (use of 3 drugs)
Constitutional : personality changes (irritability . confusion), anxiety,
insomnia
Large diurnal shifts in PEFR
Examination
Anxiety, increased respiratory efforts, ruing tachypnea
Expiratory prolongation, onset of inspiratory wheeze
Respiratory muscle fatigue
laboratory Data
Falling flaw or volume induces (FVC, FEV , FEF25_75% . PEFR) or
reduction in FVC with rising FR
Limited response to bronchodilator by spirometry)
Progressive hypoxemia
Hypocapnia (3 mmHg
Xray study: hyperinflation (or pneumonia or atelectasis)
Eosinophils in blood or sputum : high values or a shift from chronicstate levels
Leukocytosist purulent sputum
PEER -- peak expiratory flow rate ; FVC = fond vital capacity FEV1 = forced
iratpry volume in 1 second; FEF s .
= mean forced expiratory flow during the
middle half of the FVC FRC r functional residual capacity .
F

ices. Perhaps the welltde rib
British epidemic of asthmatic
deaths attributed by same to an unsupervised excessive usage
of concentrated aerosol isoproterenol exemplifies the extreme of
the pre-statin problem ; here, progressive symptoms presumably
led to more frequent use of a bronchodilator agent rather than
to the seeking of direct medical care
It is important for the patient and the physician alike to be able
to recognize this period of evolving nonresponsiveness, for it is
easier and safer to abort an impending massive insult than to
treat it once it is +maximal . In this regard, patient education and
the enlistment of the patient as a partner in therapy arae essential+
Patients should be informed of the purpose of each of their drugs
and should be taught to recognize the features of emerging refraetoriuess . They should be instructed in the importance of continuing prescribed treatment during asymptomatic periods
Patients likely to need intermittent oral corticosteroid therapy
may be provided with a reserve supply and instructions on when
and how to take a short course if immediate physician advice is
unavailable . All patients need to know how to obtain prompt
emergency assistance at any time,
delay in reaching medical
assistance can contribute to asthma deaths (30, 199] .
At the same time, physicians should not underestimate the
potential for death in patients in status asthmaticus . Since no
single observation or group of observations provides absolute
and reliable prognostic features, all patients roust be regarded
a having the potential for a serious episode or even mortality .
Table 73-5 summarizes selected features associated with a per
prognosis in status asthmaticus .
Physiologic Abnormalities
The physiologic features of status asthmaticus include a spectrunh of gas exchange defects associated with airways obstruction . This obstruction is widespread but unevenly distributed
throughout the lungs, and is caused by a variable combination
of factors, including intraluminal secretions, airway wall inflam~
oration and edema, glandular hypertrophy, smooth muscle hyr-

Persisting relractonness to all bronchodilators and all other
supportive therapy
Use of inappropriate drugs or inappropriate dosages . or delay in
initiating therapy
Greater duration of attack
A silent chest reflecting nonmobili oboe of secretions
Hypercapnia, respiratory # lactic acidosis
Severe hypoxemia despite lull therapy
Cardiac arrhythmias, hypotension
Abuse of sedatives or respiratory depressants
Underlying cardiopulmonary disease

pertrophy and spasm, and expiratory airway compression . Progressive airways obstruction is associated with hyperinflation,
increased work of breathing, and disordered gas exchange, which
in turn are responsible for many of the characteristic symptoms
and signs of status asthmaticus .
Airway Dynamics and Lung Volumes
During an acute asthma attack, the increase in bronchial smooth
muscle tone and other factors tend to close small airways at
higher-than-normal lung volumes . The increased lung volume
raises static transpulmonary pressure and increases outward radial traction on the airways, helping to maintain their patency
12701 . The more severe the asthmatic attack, the greater is the
tendency for airway closure to occur and the higher the lung
volume must be to keep the airways open . Tonic contraction of
inspiratory intercostal and accessary muscles throughout expiration has been shown to contribute to the increase in lung volume in asthma [2071 . The diaphragm may also be actively im
volved in maintaining an increased lung volume, a observed
by Duller and associates 1235] during experimental histamineinduced hyperinflation.
The increased lung volume i ma nilested clinically and radiographically as hyperinflation of the chest . Functional residual
capacity (FRC) and residual volume R are usually markedly
increased, in some instances by much as to 5 liters (392] .
Total lung capacity (TLC) may be increased or normal 1255, 392],
and vital capacity ( is usually substantially reduced, For example, tAnescu and Teculescu 13421 found a mean of 67
percent of predicted (range, 38-99%) during status asthmaticus .
Serial changes in TLC can be used to monitor the course of the
asthmatic attack+ even with a constant FEVL percent, a fail in
m indicate lysis of the obstruction 13931 . The increase in R
accounts for the observed decrease in
.
The chest hyperinflation may lead to findings that resemble
those of pulmonary emphysema : a chest radiograph showing flat
diaphragms and apparently attenuated pulmonary vasculature
and a physical examination revealing use of accessory muscular
tore (implying a temporary mechanical disadvantage of the diaphragm), lowlying diaphragms, hyperresonance, and a diminished intensity of breath sounds caused by the elevated air•tissue

ratio . However, destructive emphysema is not present, and these
findings are reversible . The chest hyperinflation also results in
positive intrathoracic pressure at the end of expiration, a phenomenon some authors refer to as intrinsic or auto-positive endexpiratory pressure auto-PEEP 1130] .
Lung volume measured by the helium+ dilution method may
underestimate the true lung volume because of impaired ventilation of air spaces distal to severely obstructed airways . The pleth sruographic method, ori the other hand, measures the entire
thoracic gas volume ; whether or not distal air spaces are in free
communication with the airways, but this method may yield spu-

7,

riously increased values of TLC in some patients with severe

airways obstruction because of incomplete transmission of alveolar pressure to the mouth [337, 343] .
Expiratory airflow obstruction is consistently present . Rebuck
and Read [390] found a mean IVC of 12 liters and I `E , of 0 .54
liter among 35 patients hospitalized fur the emergency treatment
of asthma. A peak expiratory flow of 80 L'min or Eels has been
shown to correlate with deaths in asthma (384] , The possible rote
of extrathoracic airway obstruction in some asthmatic patients
has been investigated by Lisbon and associates [194] .
mm in diameter) airways [2131 are
Both large and small
involved in status asthmaticus . Although the major site of airflow
resistance during status asthmaticus may reside in the intermediate or lamer airways, small airways resistance also contributes
because their lame cross-sectional area many also be critically
reduced by the presence of intraluminal secretions . These small
airway secretions may also contribute to the drug refractoriness,
because they impede the distribution of aerosol dilator drugs to
peripheral airways . This subject is discussed in additional detail
in Chapter 36 .
Airflow patterns also contribute to increased airway resistance
in advanced asthma . Te meet the demands of basal gas exchange
as well as those additionally imposed by fever, infection, stress,
and the augmented work of the respiratory muscles. total ventilation roust be increased . The concurrent increases in airflow
through narrowed conduits lead to turbulent flow patterns . Energy losses ,turn the resulting increased gas velocities, eddy currents, and gas vortices must be met by greater changes in alveolar pressure, thus placing greater demands on the respiratory
muscles. Resistance to airflow over and through intraairway secretions is estimated to occur with viscid sputum and when secretional thickness exceeds 300 pm [491 . These flow patterns are
more extreme in larger airways where turbulence i influenced
by gas density, Further, transbronchial pressure gradients are
now shifted, so that the peripheral airways are subject to expiratory airflow limitations earlier than they would be in normal subjects. Also compression of the trachea and large bronchi may
complicate the process when active expiration or cough elevates
the intrathoracic pressure 172] .

Pulmonary Circulation
In acute asthma, blood flow is reduced in poorly ventilated re-

gions of the lung [226] . 1 entilation*perfusion lung scam reveal
focal areas of reduced perfusion corresponding to areas of abnormal ventilation [3881 . The principal mechanism responsible for
the redistribution of flow is probably hypoxic vasoconstriction,
but aur alteration in the intraalveolar pressure and other factors
may also play a role . This vasoconstrictive response reduces the
degree of hypoxemia that results from perfusion of hypoventilated lung zones. Reversal of this vasoconstriction by certain
bronchodilator drugs such s isoproterenol [368, 3551 may
worsen arterial hypoxemia [1 311 .
Pulmonary vascular resistance is increased by hypoxemia, acidemia, and the effect of increased transmural pressure on pulmonary capillaries at high lung volumes present in acute asthma .
Although pulmonary arterial pressure, measured relative to atmospheric pressure, may be normal } the highly negative intra
pieural pressure exposes the outer surface of the heart and pulmonary artery to pressures much lower than atmospheric [3?0,
3411k Hence, transmural pressures across the heart and pulmonary artery are increased and effectively induce a reversible pulmonary hypertension, a the right ventricle roust generate more
tension during systole . Peanut+ [3701 reported that the average
trausmura] pulmonary arterial pressure approximately doubled
in five subjects during severe asthmatic attacks . The l emudynamic effects of the highly negative intrapleural pressure may
be responsible for the reversible P pulmonale observed on the
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electrocardiogram in severe asthma [109 and have been imphcated as a cause of fluid accumulation in the lung in acute asthma
13411 .
Work

f Breathing

The combination of hyperinflation and advanced airways obstruction in severe asthma markedly increases the work of
breathing . The elastic work of breathing increases because the
slope of the pressure-volume relationship of the thorax falls at
high lung volumes [1311, and because obstruction of some lung
units results in overinflation of nonobstructed units, thereby decreasing dynamic lung compliance . permit+ [370] has pointed
out that an increase in the FRC of ,5 liters with a tidal volume
of 500 ml increases the inspiratory work of breathing by 11-fold,
even if there is no change in compliance or resistance . However
a reversible increase in compliance has been reported in some
patients during acute asthma exacerbations in association with
an increased ThC, but the mechanisms involved are unclear
E31- In addition + hyperinflation impairs the efficiency of the
diaphragm . lung volume increases acutely, the muscle fibers
of the diaphragm shorten (reducing their force of contraction)
and the radius of curvature of the diaphragm increases, thereby
decreasing its ability to exert pressure for a given force of its
fibers . The increased tidal ventilation at the high lung volume at
which the asthmatic patient is forced to breath contributes to
the sense of dyspnea during an acute asthmatic attack .
The flow-resistive component of the work of breathing also
increases markedly in severe asthma, and expiratory muscle contraction adds further to the work of breathing . Intraluminal secre*
tions impair airflow during inspiration as well as expiration . Clinicians are familiar with complaints of the inability to inspire or of
inspiratory wheezing its status asthmaticus, features that can be
explained b the inspiratory obstruction as well as by the increase in FRC, which intensifies elastic work . Thus, the inspiratory airways resistance may be almost as high a the expiratory
resistance in patients with asthma, in contrast to patients with
emphysema whose airflow limitation occurs primarily during expiration [3591 . Mean airways resistance values s high a 5 to
56 .5 cm H2 ILfsec (normal, 1 .4 to 4 .0 cm H2 11J c have been
reported in severe asthma, and the work of breathing has been
estimated to be 5 to 5 times that of a normal adult at rest [359] .
Breathing patterns may also affect respiratory work . Theoretically, slew deep breaths reduce turbulent airflow and thereby
viscous resistance [135], However, in cases of acute asthma, respiratory frequency is increased by mechanisms that are not yet
clearly defined .
As ventilatory demands rise during an attack, oxygen consumption by the respiratory muscles also increases . At increased
airway impedances, a given amount of ventilation will consume
more oxygen than would occur in normal subjects . As an illustration, if the minute ventilation rises too L min . the oxygen consumption of the respiratory muscles during an asthma attack
may rise to more than 100 to 200 ml/min, in contrast to only 0
ml/min in normal subjects . Besides this inefficient} of the oxygen
cost of breathing, the total work may fall below that required to
eliminate carbon dioxide, and hypercapnia will ensue . l oelpp
and I oelpp-Eschenhagen [243, 344] demonstrated in animals
with induced bronchospasm that the work of breathing against
elastic resistance increased by 44-fold and the total work of
breathing by 12 .5-fold. Parallel findings in the context of human
asthma for both overall elastic work and expiratory airflow resin •
+antes were observed by Attinger and associates [71 .

Hence, many factors contribute to the increased work of
breathing in asthma : the combined effects of marked increases
in the elastic and flow-resistive components of the work of
breathing, the decrease in dynamic lung compliance, the reduced
efficiency of the respiratory muscles, and the need for active
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expiratory muscle work all produce a substantial increase in the
oxygen requirements of the respiratory muscles, which can lead
to respiratory muscle fatigue and eventual hypercapnic ventilatory failure . An increase in the endogenous opioid level during
acute methacholine-induced bronchoconstriction may indicate
a homeostatic mechanism that operates to minimize inspiratory
muscle activity and hence reduce respiratory work and muscle
fatigue [17]. The onset of respiratory muscle fatigue, heralded by
extreme tachypnea, respiratory muscle incoordination, or paradoxical motion of the abdomen, i s dire development in status
asthmaticus, often necessitating intubation and mechanical ventilation .

Gas Exchange
The uneven distribution of inspired gas, owing to marked variations in the time constants of different lung units, leads to gross
disturbances in ventilation-perfusion V/ ratios and resulting
alterations in arterial blood gas values [3,51, 388] The degree of
arterial hypoxemia correlates roughly with the severity
of air•
wars obstruction and hence the population of low W
units,
indicating 1 A1 mismatch as the mechanism of arterial hypoxemia rather than shunt or diffusion limitation . For example .
Henley [100] observed that a Pat of less than 60 mmHg was
commonly associated with an FEV of less than 45 liter, or less
than 30 percent of predicted . In another study of 101 patients,
the correlation between the mean FEVs and Pat was as follows :
mean Ft 1 , S9, 35, and 18 percent of predicted ; mean Pai2 , 83,
71, and 63 mmHg, respectively [214] . These relationships are
further depicted in Figure 73-2A .
In addition, complete airways obstruction may arise from extensive secretions, leading to right-to-left anatomic shunting that
may intensify the arterial hypoxemia induced by simple V/ mismatch . Shunting, with a VA/f ratio of o, otherwise occurs only
when severe airways obstruction develops in patients in status
asthmaticus . Valabhji [3621 found a mean Pat off mmHg during acute asthma that was attributable mainly to disturbed V/
relationships with only a small shunt fraction (QS/QT) of 3 .7
percent, McFadden and Lyons X214] found an increased QS/ QT in
only 4 of 30 asthma patients studied during an acute attack ; two
had hypercapnia and the other two hard an FEV 1 less than 15
percent of predicted . Rodnguez- oisin and coworkers [298] also
found an increase in low V/ ratio units and no increase in the
shunt component among eight ventilator-assisted patients with
status asthmaticus .
Compensatory pulmonary vasoconstriction many reduce the
impact of the shunt component b diverting blood flaw from
nonventilated lung zones In some instances, zones of increased
V/ ratios occur, resulting in an increase in the physiologic dead
space, which can increase respiratory work . Finally, since there
is no significant correlation between VAJQ mismatch and airflow
rates, it would seem that gas exchange is largely influenced by
the dynamics of the peripheral airways, the effects of which are
poorly reflected b usual measurements of airflow .
Diffusion limitations do not appear to contribute significantly
to the occurrence of arterial hypoxemia . In fact, although the
steady-state carbon monoxide diffusing capacity (D LCO) has
been reported to be reduced in asthma [251], the single-breath
DLCO may be increased, owing to a perfusional redistribution to
the lung apices [379] . Arterial hypoxemia may be worsened b
the administration of certain drugs such as beta agonists, which
act to increase VICE inequality by means of an augmented perfusion of underventilated lung units [95, 131 ] . In severe asthma,
including status asthmaticus, dangerous levels of arterial hypoxemia may develop with alarming rapidity, and without hypercapnia. Given the condition of a marginal Pa
level e,g., 40
mmHg), a small critical decrease in airway flow could contribute

to this sudden hypoxemic phenomenon1 Finally, at some point in
the asthmatic process, overall or net alveolar ventilation rear fall
and hypoventilation will add its component to arterial hypoxemia.
In a mild asthmatic attack, the primary gas exchange defect is
hypoxemia accompanied by hypocapnia, the latter reflecting the
increased alveolar ventilation induced b hypoxia, anxiety, and
other factors . With progressive airways obstruction, however,
effective alveolar ventilation fails, and hypercapnia supervenes
(Fig, 73-3), The relationship between FEV] and PaCO2 is not linear
(see Fig . 73-2B) . In a study of acute exacerbations occurring in
101 asthmatics, hypercapnia was present in only 11 patients and
was not observed until the FEV 1 fell below 0 percent of its predicted value [214] . Similarly, l owak and coworkers [247] observed hypercapnia (Pa CO 4 mmHg) in 18 of 102 episodes
of acute asthma seen in an emergency department ; in all hyper..
capnio patients, the initial FEV1 was less than I liter and less than
S percent of predicted, and the PEFR was less than 200 Llrnin,
While the incidence of hypercapnia is low, prompt identification
of the hypercapnic stage is critical because it is associated with a
high mortality rate and because of the potential need for tracheal
intubation and mechanical ventilation [261], Respiratory acidosis
develops in only a small number of patients but may be ire
when it ours . Among 141 adults with acute asthma, 7 had respiratory acidosis, 1 had a normal pH, and 73 had respiratory alkalosis [214] ; a higher incidence of acidosis may exist in children
A non-anion gap metabolic acidosis caused b renal compensation for hyperventilation is quite common in asthma attacks .
Lactic acidosis may be seen in severe asthma [4, 299] ; in a series
of 1 patients with severe asthma and metabolic acidosis, the
plasma lactate concentrations ranged from .9 to 9.4 mmol]L
[4] . In another series, metabolic acidosis that was thought to be
caused by lactate accumulation (average anion gap, 1 .8 m.E L
was found in 8 percent of 229 consecutive episodes of acute
asthma [233] . Believed to result from a combination of lactate
overproduction by the respiratory muscles and lactate underutilization resulting from hypoperfusion of the liver and skeletal
muscles, lactic acidosis reflects severe airways obstruction and
possibly impending respiratory failure .
No single pattern of Pa02 . PaCO2 , and pH changes is characteristic of status asthmaticus ; rather, evolving stages of severity can
be arbitrarily categorized (Table 73-6) . The use of arterial blood
gas and pH profiles, especially with serial observations, is imper+
oboe in the management of status asthmaticus, since the severity
of the gas exchange and acid-base disturbances cannot be reliably judged on the basis of clinical and spirometric data alone .
Stage l, the mildest stage of gas exchange disturbance, is characterized b hypoxemia with mild hypocapnia and respiratory
alkalosis. Here V/ disturbances are insufficient to produce ventilatory failure, and respiratory work remains effective in eliminating carbon dioxide . Supplementary oxygen and a sound therapeutic program will often suffice to manage such patients . In
Stage I1, which reflects a greater severity of airways obstruction,
advanced hypoxemia with augmented hyperventilation is observed ; these patients are typically rather tachypneic and d spneic and have frank respiratory distress . When given proper
bronchodilator therapy and supportive measures, many of thy
patients will respond . Disturbingly, other patients in this stage
remain refractory to therapy and progress to graver stages of gas
exchange impairment in association with pharmacologic refractoriness.
3`he next phase, Stage III, is a critical point in the evolution of
airways obstruction and refractoriness and is a useful index of
progressive respiratory impairment, potentially heralding frank
ventilatory failure and respiratory acidosis . The salient feature
in this stage is the paradoxically "'normal'+ range of values for
PaCO2 and pH despite the obvious continued clinical severity of
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Table 734+ A l al blood gas and p f r asthma
PaCO2
(mrr g)

Stage
Mild attack or chronic stable
Ir
Ill
iT

Mild-moderate attack
Cross-over
Severe

Normal or mild ,
65-80
55-55
4,5-5,5 (or no nal )
45 (or normal')

35-4

Dyspnea

pH
7.40

<35
4O
45

-11
1

+ +
+++
++++

`Schema of general range values only.

therapeutic oxygen

b
+

r

mtr Im$I ; ++++ = severe .

the episode . This norinakzation of PaCO2 and pH reflects progressive failure of effective alveolar ventilation and is, in fact, a state
of relative hypoventilation . This is the "crossover" phase [3761
(Fig. 73-4 . This phase is stressed to alert physicians to the possible fr sition from a hyperventilation state seen i n Stages I and
ii to the ensuing phase (Stage I of hypoventilation . Since Stage
l v i with its overt hypoventilation and respiratory acidosis, is alts }
cal in terms of morbidity and mortality and can develop with
alarming rapidity from a state of eucapnia } the crass-aver phase
becomes ane of major clinical concern . This stage warrants appropriate clinical and serial blond gas observations as well as the
rnodilication and/or intensification, if possible of all therapeutic
modalities . The observations of Mountain and ahn 12321 that
essentially no patient with normocapnic, acute, severe asthma
progressed to hypercapnia in their series may reflect the beneficial effects of early and appropriate medical therapy, as all their
patients were ' 1 treated immediately upon presentation by the admitting physician ." In this series, patients presenting with hypercapnia on admission presumably evolved through a normocapnic
stage without the benefit of timely and appropriate therapeutic
intervention .

Patients in Mage lV suffering from advanced hypoxemia t hyper
capnia, and respiratory acidosis may well exhibit limited responses to bronchodilator drugs and other supportive measures .
While some patients presetting in Mage I may be successfully
managed conservatively, as dictated b the individual clinical

circumstances, others will require mechanical ventilatory suprt if they are exhausted 1 obtunded, and/or have critical Pa o,
PaCO2, or pH values . Unwarranted causes 01 hypoventilation }
such as sedative use, have no place in managing patients with

acute, severe asthma .

CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The onset of status asthmaticus in same patients can be very
rapid, and occasionally dramatic, with a terribly oppressive air
hunger ; in other patients, this evolution may take several days or
longer. The salient clinical features include significant dyspnea,
wheezing, and cough. These findings follow a variety of incitant
causes, as discussed previously, including allergic provocation,
infection, nonspecific inhalant-irritant exposure, trigger mechanisms, and drug sensitivity ; inappropriate therapy or inappropriate drug schedules will further potentiate the pricessi The
intensity of wheezing is a poor indicator of the actual level of
ventilation in severe asthma ; extensive peripheral airway plugging may remain undetected until alveolar ventilation is severely
limited . Inspiratory wheezing reflects a more advanced obstructive process . A relatively silent chest on auscultation with inability to raise secretions is an ominous finding, suggesting possible
widespread inspissation of secretions with bronchial plugging .
The significance of wheezing is detailed in Chapter 5l .
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B. Weiss, and L . J Fakng, 1j icai significance of PaCO 2 during status asthma : The cross-over paint, Ann .
Allergy 26.545, ) .9&9.)

Sputum is rarely copious at the outset, a paucity reflecting its
inspissation and adherence to mucosal surfaces .
commonly
used clinical guideline suggests that most attacks will not remit
until adequate secretion mobilization occurs, although this does
not apply to #hose patients with pure bronchospasm who may
respond rapidly to bronchodilator drugs .
Anxiety, tachypnear, tachycardia, monosyllabic speech, dia •
phoresis, nasal flaring, and accessory muscle use with sternocleidomastoid contraction and intercostal muscle retractions are
typical findings in cases of severe asthma . Brenner and colleagues [29] observed that patients who assumed the upright
position in bed upon admission generally had more severe
asthma attacks, as measured by objective criteria, than did those
who assumed a recumbent position ; the combination of the upright position and profuse diaphoresis was present in patients
with the most severe attach . Disturbances of consciousness,
systemic hypertension, cardiac a,rrhythrnias, and cyanosis are
occasionally present . A pulse rate of greater than 130/mm n may
indicate hypoxemia with a Pat ranging to less than 40 mmHg,
or it may relate to catecholamine response or arise from the use
of adrenergic drugs or a combination of factors [2911,
The presence of pulsus paradoxus, typically greater than 1
mmHg during severe acute asthma, has been shown to reflect
lung hyperinflation, combined with wide fluctuations in intrathoracic pressure that impede pulmonary venous return and decrease left ventricular ejection [339h It is regarded as a valuable
clinical sign, indicating the severity of the obstructive process in
asthma [115, 179, 289, 29O] Df 76 patients hospitalized with
asthma, Rebook and Read [290] found a paradox of 10 mmHg or
more in 4, all of whom had an FEV 1 of 1 .25 liters or less. ignifi~

cant paradox was found in all patients with a FEV1 of less than
fl percent of their best FEV 1 ; this often disappeared within hours
of starting treatment. in contrast, him and Williams [322] ohserved that pulsus paradoxus was often present with only mild
obstruction and often absent in seven obstruction, and they concluded that pulsus paradoxus is an unreliable wide to the severity of obstruction in asthma .
Evaluation of the patient with an acute asthmatic attack rewires an assessment of the severity of the attack and of the
response to initial therapeutic measures . Unfortunately, symptoms and physical findings correlate poorly with the degree of
airflow obstruction, the severity of the gas exchange disturbance,
and the responsiveness to initial therapy [176, 212, 2901 . The
asthmatic patient's self-assessment may be more accurate than
the physician's examination in estimating the degree of airways
obstruction present [3251, but asthmatics vary widely in the degree of functional impairment necessary to elicit symptoms,
often tolerating increases of more than o percent in RV and
airways resistance before experiencing symptoms (304, . 3051 . In
addition, there is considerable variation among physicians in
detecting the physical signs of airways obstruction [116h One
study found that the intensity, pitch, and timing of wheezing had
a general relationship to the severity of airways obstruction but
were not sufficiently reliable to substitute for the measurement
of PEER [3261 . Of interest a recent evaluation compared the diagnostic and therapeutic practice pattern of three Boston teaching
hospitals and found considerable variability in the diagnostic
evaluation but little variability in the treatment approach to acute
asthma [69] .
Rebuck and Read [290] found a considerable overlap in FEV,
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and
values among three groups of hospitalized asthmatic patients who were divided on the basis of clinical assessment of
severity, (1cFadden and associates [212J compared the s rnptums and physical findings with lung mechanics in patients with
acute asthma and found that sternocleidomastoid retraction cot*
related well with the degree of mechanical impairment, but dyspnea and wheezing did not; when all symptoms and signs hard
disappeared, marked abnormalities in the FEV,, FRC . and RV persisted . In another study [ 17f ], pulsus paradoxus and sternocleidomastoid contraction were the only physical examination vani •
ables that reflected the degree of obstruction present, but even
in the presence of severe obstruction (FEV1
1 liter), the absence of these sign was the rule+
Clinical circumstances or failure to respond to therapy may
suggest other disorders that can tonic acute status asthmaticus ;
these include mute bronchiolitis (infective, chemical, inhalational + croup, pulmonary embolism (rare), advanced upper airways obstruction e .g., tumor), angioedema, pulmonary aspiration, and cystic fibrosis (children). A sweat test or quantitative
immunoglobulin assay may be indicated if cystic fibrosis or im-

mune deficiency is suspected . Monophonic wheezing arising
from a local obstructive process should not be confused with
diffuse asthmatic airways wheezing . In the case of a monophonic
sound, the intensity of the wheeze clearly diminishes with increasing distance from the site of its generation . Auscultation
over the trachea often reveals localized stridor with upper airway
obstruction .
The presence of basilar rales, cardiac left ventricular gallop,
or elevated central venous pressure with diffuse wheezing are
signs of cardiac failure, although wheezing can at times be the
only presenting sign of cardiac decompensation . If severe hypoxemia and hypercapnia supervene, papilledema, neuromuscular
abnormalities (asterixis, irritability), confusion, agitation, cardiac arrhythmias, hypotension or shock may ensue and add their
respective findings ; some patients maty present with syncope or
be frankly obtunded . These problems require proper clarification.

tAB

RAT

RY PROCEDURES

Radiography
The principal value of the chest radiograph is to identify specific
coexisting conditions or complications of status asthmaticus .
such as pneumonia, pneumothorax, pneumomediastinum [711,
atelectasis, or mucoid impaction (see also Chap . 53). Marked
hyperinflation is commonly present [ , 272,
$1, but, in uncomplicated asthma, the hyperinflation is reversible and the symmetrical pulmonary vascular pattern is preserved, in contrast to the
findings in destructive emphysema . Transient opacities may be
caused by mucus plugs with or without Aspergillus or by foci
of pneumonia . Pneumomediastinum, more easily detected on a
lateral film [288J is more commonly observed in asthmatic children than in adults [85] . The radiographic identification of pneumomediastinum and pneumothorax, bath of which may be uncle •
tested by clinical examination, has important therapeutic
implications . especially if the use of positive-pressure ventilation
is contemplated . The finding of a foreign body or hiatal hernia
has obvious clinical implications .
Recent studies conducted in children and adults have suggested that chest radiography is not routinely indicated in the
emergency room evaluation of asthma [ l 11, 397], However, the
application of these conclusions to patients with status asthmaticus would be unjustified I112] . Eggleston ad colleagues (851
noted infiltrates or pneumomediastinum ori admission chest radiographs in 3 percent of 479 children hospitalized with severe
asthma. Petheram and coworkers [272] detected clinically unsus-

pected pulmonary consolidation or collapse on admission radioof 117 adults with acute, severe asthma . A recent
graphs in
prospective study indicated that there were major radiographic
abnormalities encountered in 4 percent of the admissions for
acute asthma in adults and these findings influenced management decision [3821 . "phis prompted the authors to recommend
chest x-ray studies for all adults admitted to the hospital because
of acute asthma . Whenever there is clinical concern that an inciting or complicating process (e .g ., pneumonia, pneumothorax,
congestive heart failure) might be present, a chest radiograph
may be of considerable practical value in determining the approach to management and is recommended .
Electrocardiography
Sinus tachycardia, the mast common rhythm disturbance in severe asthma, is influenced bath by the pathophysiology of the
disease, especially coexistent hypoxemia and acidosis, and by
chronotropic drug administration. Elevated plasma levels of norepinephrine found in acute, severe asthma may also be contributory 1156] .
Other electrocardiographic findings in one series included, in
descending order of frequency; right axis deviation, clockwise
rotation, right ventricular dominance V1+ 8 V 5 pattern), P pulmonale, ST-T abnormalities, right bundle-branch black, and ventricular ectopic beats (290] . These changes reflect not only the
presence of hypoxemia, pH shifts, and pulmonary hypertension
but perhaps also mechanical factors, such as impairment of cardiac output and cardiac compression owing to increased intrathoracic pressure . Many of the electrocardiographic changes
have been observed to disappear within hours after the initiation
of effective asthma therapy [290], but return of the electrocardiogram to normal may be delayed for up to days (320] .
P pulmonale P-wave amplitude
.5 m in leads H, Ill, or
AVE. axis 1-70 ± 8 degrees) was found in 49 percent of patients
with a PaCO2 of 4 mmHg or more and arterial blood pH of 7 .37
or less during a seven asthma attack and in only .S percent of
asthmatics without hypercapnia and acidosis [109] . P pulmonale
persisted for I to 50 hours alter correction of the hypoxemia,
hypercapnia, and acidosis and is presumed to result from increased transmural right atrial pressure, which in turn is a refl tion of the severity of obstruction in the asthmatic attack (109]
In older patients, the stress of hypoxia during statin asthmaticus
may provoke cardiac ischemia, multifocal atrial and other serious arrhythmias, or myocardial infarction . (See also Chapter 75.)
slnophllia
Eosinophilia may be present in both extrinsic and intrinsic
asthma ; in adults with intrinsic asthma, the degree of eosinophilia has been reported to correlate with the severity of airway
obstruction [149] . The total eosinophil count TE , a more accurate index than the percentage of eosinophils in the differential
leukocyte count, is less than about 0cells cells/mm in normal populations and rages from normal values to 2,000 cells/mm3 or more
in allergic asthmatic exacerbations (1961 . The TE may be reduced in acute infections and in patients treated with corticosteroids, epinephrine isoproterenol, or aminophylline [252] . Corticosteroid-induced eosinopenia 100 cells/mm 3 ) can be a useful
index of steroid efficacy in the treatment of asthmatic airways
obstructive processes and assist in evaluating the adequacy of
steroid dosage . Steroid-resistant asthmatics with accelerated
plasma cortisol clearances tend to have higher TEfws and require
higher corticosteroid doses to achieve eosinopenia and clinical
remission ; in one series, the TE fell 77 percent in steroid-responsive asthmatics but only 36 percent in steroid-resistant patients 4 hours after 40 mg of cortisol had been given intravenously [314] .
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Sputum eosinophils or Charcot-Leyden crystals have also generally been considered clinically useful in diagnosing allergic
asthma . A recent study shoved a correlation between sputum
eosinophilia and the severity of airflow obstruction [2] . Another
careful investigation concluded that 1) blood eosinophilia is not
a necessary feature of noninfectious asthmatic exacerbations, )
the numbers of eosinophils in blood and sputum do reflect the
response of such an acute noninfectious exacerbation to corticosteroid therapy, and 3 clinically effective doses of corticosteroids may not necessarily clear eosinophils from the sputum (10] .
Finally, in the presence of infection, leukoc tosis or immature
band shift may occur ; dehydration, intercurrent steroid use, or
metabolic stress may influence this response
Chemistry
Electrolyte disturbances may complicate acute, severe asthma .
Hy kalemia commonly occurs, and is related to intracellular
potassium shifts associated with acute respiratory alkalosis and
inhaled or parenteral beta-agonist administration (33]. Hype rkalemia may accompany severe metabolic acidosis . Hypophosn reported in 12 of 22 (26] and
phatemia
0 .8 mmoIJL h
11 of 18 [185] patients with acute asthma presenting to an emer03 mmol/L) was ob~
gen y room ; severe hypophosphatemia
served in of the 1 patients in the latter study, Hypoph related to acidibase shifts and
phatemia is also thought to
drug administration . It resolves spontaneously as the asthma responds to treatment, and its clinical significance is somewhat
unclear . However, severe hypophospk atemis has been impha cause of diaphragm weakness and hence may contribunted
ute to respiratory failure or ventilator weaning problem (See
Chapter 91 for further discussions
Elevated SCOT, SFT, and ornithine carbamyltransferase lev*
els during severe asthmatic exacerbations are believed to reflect
hypoxic liver injury [521 . Increased activities of lactate dehydrogenase isoenzymes LDH-3, LDW4, and WH-5 have been noted in
the serum of patients during moderate to severe asthmatic attacks and suggest that bath the lung and liver contribute to the
increased total LDH activity ; neither the total LDH activity nor
the isoenzyme pattern correlates with the severity of the attack,
however (351] . Serum creatine phosphokinase (CPK) elevations,
derived entirely from the skeletal muscle isoen rrne, have been
found in asthmatics ; levels correlate with the severity of symptoms and of airways obstruction and probably reflect increased
respiratory muscle activity [34] . Rhabdomyolysis with acute
renal failure was reported in a patient in status asthmaticus ;
vigorous respiratory muscle contraction, hypoxia, and deh draLion were considered responsible [47j . Inhaled or parenteral administration of beta agonists induced glycogenolysis that may
be responsible for a small and temporary rise in the blood glucose level [331 .
High plasma levels of antidiuretic hormone (ADH) may be
found in patients with status asthma ; the levels decrease toward
normal with clinical and spirometric improvement 111 J . Factors
known to influence ADH secretion that may be operative in status
asthmaticus include hypovolemia, decreed left atrial filling
pressure, stress, and beta-adrenergic stimulation . Hypotonic
fluid therapy in asthmatics with elevated plasma ADH levels can
contribute to hyponatremia, water intoxication, and coma . H ponatremia and an elevated urine-plasma osmolality ratio were
mated in 5 of 25 children with acute asthma (1431 .
Sputum
Sputum examination in status asthmaticus can provide useful
clues to t1 a endobronchial pathology and even the inciting
events (see also Chap . 52) . Initial sputum volumes may be scant,
presumably because of widespread inspissation and the entrap-

FIg. 73-5 . Mucoid sprifum exhibits adhesiveness to the test

tube and

increased viscosity manifested y the tendency to remain as a bolus.
The reader is adiii ed to envision this sputum to the airways .
(Reprinted with permission from F- B . Weiss et a!., Acute respiraf r
Faj(ure is chronic obstructive putmonwy disease: I1- Treatment .
Disease-A-Month, p- 9, Noaember 1969, H . F Dowsing et ai. [eds.];
copyright 1969 b osby-Year Book Medical Pubiishers l Inc.,
Chicago.)

mens of thick tenacious secretions rather than because of hyposecretion . Later in an attack, or with treatment, such sputum
becomes thinner and more copious, often containing cylindrical
mucus plugs or bronchial casts . On gross examination } the sputum may be mucoid+ purulent, or a mixture of bath . Mucoid sputurn is white, gelatinous, and tenaciously adherent to mucosal
surfaces or sputum containers) (Fig . 73-5) , making it difficult to
expectorate. Purulent sputum may be tinctured yellow, gray, or
green and is often thick and voluminous . urschmann's spirals
are thin, twisted bronchiolar casts composed of mucinous material surrounding a central thread and containing entrapped cells
and cellular debris . "1'hey may be visible macroscopically or,
more often, microscopically and, while not unique to asthma, are
frequently present in sputum during or after the asthma attack .
Gram's staining is important for the initial detection and tentative identification of bacteria, pending the results of sputum culture . Golden brown mucus plugs containing mycelia orAsper sihis are characteristic of allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis
which may be seen in adult asthmatics .
Cytologic examination of the sputum simply with an unstained
wet preparation can reveal evidence of the damage in the airways
mucosa and the response of inflammatory ells ; such changes
may be useful in establishing the diagnosis and planning therapy
(see prior discussion of eosinophils) . For example, a predominantly eosinophilic response in sputum may indicate an allergic
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exacerbation, while a prevalence of polymorphonuclear leukocytes suggests irritative or infectious lectors . Individual exfoliated bronchial epithelial cells are easily recognized by their elongated columnar shape, basal nucleus, tapering tail, and ciliated
surface . The Creole body, a cluster of such columnar bronchial
epithelial cells with intact cilia, implies severe asthma, as intense
submucosal edema is presumably required f r this cellular dehiscence from the basement membrane . Naylor X2371 found
Creole bodies in 4 percent of sputum specimens obtained from
patients during attacks of asthma and in only percent of specimens from nonasthmatic . The presence of macrophages in sputurrr is thought to reflect a cellular defense response .
Sputum eosinophilia may be characteristic but not diagnostic
of status asthmaticus; occasionally the number of eosinophils is
sufficient to give the sputum a purulent appearance . Corticosteroid-treated asthmatics have a lower proportion of sputum eosinophils than do asthmatics not on steroids, and sputum eosinophilia may decrease with steroid therapy [10, 451 . The release of
cytoplasmic contents from degenerating eosinophils gives rise
to elongated octahedral Charcot-Leyden crystals, which may be
found in large numbers in asthmatic sputum . The principal proteinaceous constituent of the eosinophil granule, eosinophil
major basic protein (MBP), has been shown to cause exfoliation
and cytotoxic damage to human bronchial epithelium [104] .
Markedly elevated sputum levels of MBP are found in asthma in
contrast to other respiratory diseases ; the levels decline with
effective treatment and clinical improvement [104] (see also
Chaps. 0 and 52).

THERAPY
Once as thorough a clinical and laboratory evaluation of the
patient with status asthmaticus as is feasible has been performed
and the severity of the gas exchange abnormalities determined,
therapy should be instituted without delay . The goal Qf therapy
is to support the patient with whatever measures are necessary
while the responsible pathophysiologic processes are reversed .
Most patients respond to conservative but intensive regimens
of drug therapy and oxygen, and to measures that aid in the
removal of bronchial secretions . Others, particularly those with
Stage I
as exchange abnormalities, may require tracheal intubation and mechanical ventilation .
`1'he severity of the asthma episode on admission does not
necessarily reflect the subsequent resolution rate [1641 . Belayed
recovery may be anticipated under the following conditions : age
over 40 years, nomotopic asthma, duration of attack before admission of more than 7 days, poor long-term asthma control, use of
maintenance corticosteroids, a Paf 2 of less than 80 mmHg (room
air) 48 hours after admission, and failure of PEER to increase by
at least 40 L'min after
hours of intensive therapy [10, 164],
During the course of treatment, the adequacy of the patient+
response to the therapeutic program should be determined by
frequent clinical and laboratory assessments, including arterial
blood gases and pH, as indicated . Because status asthmaticus is
a life-threatening disease and the clinical deterioration can be
precipitous, aggressive management i best conducted in an in
tensive care unit with continuous cardiopulmonary monitoring
and attentive medical and nursing observation around the clock,
Oxygen
The marked gas exchange disturbances resulting from impaired
/ relationships, right4o-left intrapulmonary shunting, and alveolar hypoventilation, if present, make hypoxemia a universal
finding in severe asthma. The contribution by beta-agonists to
hyperoxemia and the mechanism of this effect is detailed in Chapter 55, Extreme hypoxia induces a variety of adverse sequelae,

including pulmonary hypertension and impairment of myocar •

dial, cerebral, and other vital organ functions, and has been implicated in sudden deaths in asthma . Thus, a PuO sufficient to
provide adequate tissue oxygenation rust be maintained conhnrousl from the outset in al/ patients .
It should be stressed, however, that the Pa t does not in itself
provide a direct assessment of the adequacy of tissue oxygenation, The blood hemoglobin concentration and its oxygen affinity,
cardiac output, and tissue perfusion significantly influence oxygen delivery. The clinical evaluation of individual organs
.+
.g
(e
brain, heart, kidneys) may afford some indication of the adequacy
of their oxygenation, provided consideration is given to other
toxic, metabolic} inflammatory, and infectious factors . Elevation
of the blood lactate concentration may be utilized as an index of
tissue hypoxia, but its value may be limited by its late occurrence .
Despite certain limitations, the mixed venous oxygen tension
(PO) or saturation SvO2 is commonly emIoyed to assess
overall tissue oxygenation . Although a very low SiO2 probably
reflects impaired tissue oxygenation, a normal value does not
assure that vital organs are being adequately oxygenated 16 91 .
Hence, a constellation of clinical and laboratory findings, in addition to Pat, should be employed to assess the effectiveness of
tissue oxygenation in status asthmaticus . Provided that red blood
cell mass, oxyhemoglobin affinity P5o ), cardiac output, and tis •
sue perfusion are sufficient to meet tissue demands, a Pa t of 80
to 100 mmHg provides a margin of safety to protect against the
potentially adverse hypoxic effects resulting from suctioning and
bronchodilator drugs (1081 . In many instances, this level is
achieved easily with inspired oxygen concentrations of 30 to 0
percent, delivered b face mask or mechanical ventilator; lows
concentration (24% or 8) face masks are not generally adequate, Since oxygen sources are absolutely dry, supplemental
humidification should be provided to minimize bronchial irritation and secretional desiccation . Higher oxygen concentrations
are needed in the presence of large right-to-left shunts, as may
occur with extensive airways secretions or atelectasis . The
proper use of therapeutic oxygen requires longitudinal observe •
tions of blood oxygenation status with continuous pulse o cirnetry
and periodic direct arterial analysis as indicated ; this need is not
supplanted b spirometry or clinical observations.
Oxygen-induced suppression of ventilatory drive is seldom encountered in acute asthma [214, 362], since carbon dioxide retention generally reflects the severity of airflow obstruction and respiratory muscle fatigue (see Chapter 7 for added insight into
this discussion) . However, caution should be exercised in administering oxygen to patients with mixed disorders who exhibit
chronic hypercapnia, coexisting metabolic alkalosis, or inappropriate sedative use . In such cases, low-flow oxygen delivery b
nasal cannula or controlled delivery by Venturi mask may alleviate arterial hypoxemia without marked increases in the PaCO2 .
Inability to provide or maintain adequate oxygenation because
of ventilatory suppression is an indication for mechanical ventilation .
Inhalation of low-density mixtures of helium and oxygen has
been employed in the treatment of status asthmaticus in an attempt to decrease airflow resistance and thereby increase flow
rates and reduce the work of breathing . These advantages, however, depend ori the site of obstruction within the airways, which
is variable in asthma [73] . Thus, the efficacy and practicability of
helium use in status asthmaticus remain to be fully delineated +
and use is generally nerved for mechanically ventilated patients
who fail to respond to conventional ventilatory modes .

Bronchodilator Agents
Bronchodilator drugs are fundamental in the management of status asthmaticus and should be administered at once . Their pn-
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marry effect is upon a labile or reversible bronchial smooth muscle contraction, with presumably lesser actions on the
inflammatory processes and secretions, which are more fixed
and slower to resolve. The relative contribution of these inilammatory and secretory elements varies from case to case, a difference that should be appreciated in evaluating therapeutic effectiveness [167] . Although experimental evidence indicates that
both methylxanthines and beta-adrenergics are capable of enhancing mucociliary clearance (101, 348, 369] . the clinical significance of this effect is currently unclear . In addition, aminophylline has been shown to improve the contractility of the
diaphragm and to render it less susceptible to fatigue, actions
that may contribute to its therapeutic efficacy [8] .
The evaluation of bronchodilator response in status asthma+'
jells includes assessments of clinical improvement and changes
in spirometry, PEER, arterial blood gases, and pH . By definition,
immediate favorable responses are precluded and drug effectiveness is determined over time by serial observations . Hence. bronchodisator drags must be properly prescribed with established
effective dosage schedules and the patient observed through out
for both benthctal and adverse effects .

Theoretical considerations and in vitro studies [190, 349] suggest that methylxanthines and beta agonists may act synergistically on bronchial smooth muscle ; however, most clinical studies
of such combined therapy have failed to demonstrate synergy
either in stable [132, 324, 390] or acute [88, 168, 302] asthma .
Indeed, several studies have shown no significant difference in
expiratory flow rates between patients who received combined
therapy and those treated with a beta-adrenergic agent alone (9 ,
132, 168, 324, 328] . The latter findings seem to indicate that in
many asthmatics the bronchodilating effect of a potent beta-adrenergic agonist is suflieiently great that little additional benefit
is derived front the addition of a methyixanthine (92 . However,
because these studies focused on the acute therapy of asthma
and none was limited to patients with status asthmaticus, the
e considerations may not apply to such patients, especially
in the presence of severe airway obstruction and refractoriness
to beta-agonist therapy . Thus, until carefully controlled studies
are available that either confirm or refute the efficacy of the
combination of beta agonists and theophyll roes in the inpatient
management of status asthmaticus, their combined use will continue to be recommended .

Sympathomimetic Drugs

Adrenergic bronchodilator agents are considered to be the primar), drugs for both the emergency treatment of acute asthma
as well as the subsequent and continuous treatment of status
asthmaticus . The obvious goal is to rapidly alleviate airway obstruction and coexistent symptoms as much as feasible ; concurrent supplemental oxygen and other supportive means presumably permit time for corticosteroid antiinflarnmatory actions and
endogenous processes to lyse the episode. Rossing and associates [391 ] demonstrated that, when used as single agents, sympathomimetics raised the FEVs bar 80 to 90 percent during the first
hour of treatment in acute asthma, compared to only S percent
bor aminophylline therapy, variety of beta-adrenergic drugs and
routes of administration are available, and the optimal choice for
both the drug and route of administration remains controversial .
Although the ease of administration, rapidity of onset, and likelihood of adverse side effects may differ depending on the specific
choices made, it i clear that safe, adequate therapy can be
achieved using a variety of methods . The choice of a specific
treatment depends partly on the characteristics of the patient ;
for example+ parenteral sympathomimetics should be avoided in
patients with ischemic cardiac disease. The efleetive delivery of
a proper dose of the selected drug at an appropriate frequency
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of administration is probably more important than the specific
choice of drug
The subcutaneous route has long been used for the acute admirfistration of beta-adrenergic drugs, although recent studies
suggest that this route is usually no more efficacious than the
inhaled route and may engender a greater risk of averse side
effects (245 ] . Subcutaneous delivery has the advantages of ease of
administration, rapid onset, and lack of dependence on breathing
pattern or patient cooperation . It remains an acceptable route of
administration for the emergency treatment of asthma, particularly in children and young adults. Subcutaneous epinephrine
aqueous, I :1,9(1O in doses of 0 .3 ml 0 .1 mg/kg in children) or
terbutaline in doses of 0,25 to 0,5 mg may be administered every
o minutes for three doses unless excessive tachycardia or tremulousne occurs [277] If there i no response to epinephrine, it
should be discontinued. Epinephrine has potent alpha, betas + and
beta effects, and, in the presence of beta-adrenergic receptor
blockade, its alpha+adrenergic effect could theoretically intensify
bronchospasm . Although recent studies suggest that it may not
be as risky in alder patients as previously believed [65], in general, subcutaneous epinephrine should not be employed in the
elderly and in patients with hypertension, cardiovascular disease, or marked tachycardia . Terbutaline is generally considered
a more selective beta agonist than epinephrine } but, when administered subcutaneously+ it has similar efficacy and a similar
risk of averse side effects [337] . Pang and associates (2621 obtained a good clinical response to subcutaneous terbutaline in
9 of 10 children in status asthmaticus who were refractory to
subcutaneous epinephrine and intravenous aminophylline . In another study of subcutaneous adrenergic therapy in acute asthma,
1 mg of terbutaline produced bronchodilation equivalent to that
produced by 0 .5 mg of epinephrine, but terbutaline, despite its
reputed beta selectivity, caused a substantially greater increase
in heart rate [333] .
The aerosolized route for the administration of beta-adrener •
gic agents has gained popularity in recent years and no must
be considered the route of choice in most patients for both the
emergency treatment of acute asthma and the sustained treatment of status asthmaticus . This route has the advantage of rapid
onset of action with minimal side effects . Aerosolized s mpathomimetics are somewhat more difficult to administer than subcutaneous drugs ; in patients too young or in too much respiratory
distress to cooperate, the subcutaneous route remains the preferred one . In comparison to subcutaneous epinephrine, inhaled
isoproterenol has been shown to be as effective, and inhaled
terbutaline has been shown to be more effective 92, 35,x] .
Beta-agonist drugs available for aerosolization in the United
States are listed in Table 73-7 . All have roughly equivalent beta
selectiveness, but their duratiuns of action differ slightly . Terbutaline sulfate is not available in the United States as an inhalant
solution, but the injectable form maty be administered undiluted
via a nebulizer (379] . Fenoterol, another long-acting beta-selec-

Table 73-7. Sympathomimetic drags available in the
Unite States

Drug

Dose
interval
(hr)

Isoetharine
Metaproterenol
Albuterol

1-4
2-6
2-6

Terbutaline

b

-6

iVebufized dose
5 mg (05 cc nl I .0 solution}
15 mg (03 cc of
solutions
2+5 mg (0+5 cc of 0 .5%
solution)a
4 mg 4 cc of l mg/ml
alution)b

Dilute into 2-3 cc of normal saline.
1njectab1 lorrn .

SDI dose
p w
340
650

90

1000
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live agonist, is not available in the United States and has recently
been associated with increased asthma death rates in Canada
13374 During asthma crises, inhaled beta agonists should be
administered immediately and f subsequently, at a higher Irequency and in larger dosages than is used for maintenance then+
spy . Following maximal dosing and a positive therapeutic result,
the dose schedule is gradually titrated down as the severity oI
the asthmatic attack subsides .
Recent attention has focused on the optimal route for aerosol
administration [2451 . Aerosolization may be achieved by cornpressor-driven nebulizers, metered-dose inhalers (MDIs), or
MDIs with spacer devices (see Clap . 56). The MDI with spacer
consists of a tube or accordion-like device into which the MDI is
discharged . It enhances drug delivery Irom the MDI b reducing
impaction of drug on the tongue and eliminating the need far
coordination between MDI discharge and breathing efforts . IPPB
devices h r the administration of bronchodilator drugs to patients
with acute, were asthma have Iallen into disfavor [37, 4, 3441 .
Fatal pneumothoraces have occurred in asthmatic patients
treated with IPPB [170], and a large controlled study found no
benefit of IPPB over standard nebulizer treatments in patients
with exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) [159] .
Nebulizers have long been considered to be superior to MDIs
for the therapy of acute asthma [3I13 F 323J, but a number of recent
studies suggest that MDIs with spacer devices may be equally
efficacious [143, toy, 321, 357j . This is the case despite the fact
that des administered using the MDI and spacer are usually
much less than those administered using the nebulizer [103, 3211

(Table 73-8) . In one recent study, the nebulizer produced a better
clinical response than did the MDI with spacer during the first 30
minutes alter the initial hospital treatment [231I, However, no
significant differences were noted between treatments with the
nebulizers versus MDI with spacer for the remainder of the hospitalization . Thus, an acceptable approach to the patient with status asthmaticus is to initiate beta-agonist therapy using a nebulizer and then to switch to an MDI with spacer as soon as the
patient's condition stabilizes .
Some groups have recommended rapid sequential administrations of a beta agonist using an MDI with spacer for the treatment
of acute, severe asthma (241 j, The regimen consists of lour initial
puffs of a sympathomimetic followed by one puff per minute until
subjective or objective benefit is achieves/, or until side effects
limit continued drug administration . Others have recommended
use of continuous nebulization consisting of 4 mg of terbutaline
per hour (2291 or up to mg every 1 minutes [279] in children .
These regimens have not yet been adequately evaluated and cannot currently be recommended for routine use in the treatment
of acute asthma .
Administration of adequate doses of inhaled beta agonists
(amount and frequency) in must asthmatic patients provides acceptable therapeutic effects comparable to those seen with parenteral dosing but with fewer side effects 1359, 366] . However,
when an adequate clinical response does not occur using inhaled
beta-agonist bronchodilators, thea the intravenous route of administration may be beneficial and may even reduce the need for
intubation and mechanical ventilation . If subcutaneous dosing
has not been attempted in a given patient, it is preferable to
attempt this route first (see prior discussion) . While the rationale
fur such parenteral therapy is to deliver bronchoactive drugs by
the systemic circulation to distal airway sites affected with highgrade obstruction, this theoretical accessibility advantage has
not been hilly confirmed in clinical trials . However, Appel and
colleagues [3] compared the responses in patients with acute,
severe asthma to nebulized metaproterenol versus subcutaneous
epinephrine and found that some patients exhibit a better re+
spouse to parenteral (subcutaneous in this study) than to inhaled
therapy- This is consistent with the concept that some patients

Table 73.8. Dosages drugs In acute exacerbations of asthma
is adults
INHALED BETA A ONISTh
Albuterol ,5 mg U .5 cc of a O5% solution, diluted with , cc of
normal saline), or
Metaproterenol 15
(03 cc of a 5 6 solution + diluted with 2- cc of
normal saline)} or
Isoetharine 5 mg (0,5
of a 1 6 solution, diluted with - cc of
normal saline) ; or
St18L't ANVEOUS BETA AGONIST
Epinephrine 03 mg s .q .+ or
Terbutaline 02 mg s.q,
METHYLXANTHINES
Intravenous
Aminophylline 1.6 mg/lcg/hr b continuous infusion . Lean body
weight should be used far these calculations in obese patients . In
patients not previously receiving a met yixanthine . a loading dace
(6 mg/kg) should be administered. T1 a continuous infusion rate
should be adjusted for /actors that alter the metabolism of
theophylline, including liver disease, congestive heart failure,
cigarette smoking, and certain medications (e .g ., erythromycin,
cimetidine and ciprofloxacin) . The continuous infusion rate
should be adjusted according to the serum theophylline level,
which should be measured first approximately hours alter
in ion begins.
Oral
Daily theophylline dose (mg) = total dose (mg) of aminuphyllinc
per 4 hours (times 0 .80).
'I~he dose of theophylline can be given as a sustained-release
preparation in two divided doses or as a once-daily preparation .
RTIC TEROID
Intravenous
Methylprednisolone 60-80 mg l bolus every 6-8 hours ; or
Hydrocortisone , 0 mg/kg , bolus every 4 hours ; or
Hydrocortisone .Q mg/kg lv bolus, then 0,5 mg/kg/hr continuous I
infusion .
Oral
A typical oral regimen that may be used as a substitute for
intravenous corticosteroids might be prednisone or
methylprednisolone 60 mg given immediately, then ]-120 mg
per day in divided doses, tapered over several days at the
discretion of the physician .
With improvement in the patient's conditi f corticosteroids are
usually tapered to a single daily dose of oral prednisone or
methylprednisolone (e1g., 60 mg/day), or divided doses (e,g,,
g
lid), then gradually further reduced over several days .
II the patient requires a prolonged course of oral corticosteroids,
side effects may be minimized by a single ii dose given on alternate
days .
Source: National Asthma Education Program, art Panel Reps, £xecu
ummwy_ uide'ines kir the D osis arrd ancgemenr o(Aschma. Publication No . 913042A. Beth
,14 : NatimUPl lnstitutes of He Jth, June 1991 . P. 7.

exhibit an inadequate therapeutic response to inhaled drugs bel
cause of presumed extensive airway edema and obstructive
mucus plugging .
lntraver usly administered syrnpathornimetic drugs are generally reserved for children and young adults who have no history
of cardiac disease, who are in respiratory failure, and who have
failed to respond satisfactorily (based on clinical and laboratory
parameters) to nebulizer treatments . This approach has been
used to avert the need for intubation and mechanical ventilation
[1781, but studies that have directly compared the efficacy of
intravenous versus inhaled sympathomimetics have yielded inconsistent results . Intravenous therapy has been shown to
slightly superior [44, 386], equivalent [189], or inferior [231 cornpared to aerosol therapy . The disparity in results may be partly
related to the relative doses of intravenous versus inhaled drugs
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used in the various studies [2451 ; inadequate inhaled doses or
inefficient aerosol delivery may also be complicating issues . Ori
the other hand, adverse side effects have been reported with
intravenous betaiagonist administration, particularly in association with isoproterenol ] 178], Tachycardia is common and cardiae ischemia or ventricular tachycardia, or both, have been reported [2081 . Combined intravenous aminophylline and
terbutaline therapy was associated with severe ventricular arrhythmias (17) and runs of atrial tachycardia 7) in a small
number of patients with status asthmaticus (184 MThese
.
arrhythmias resolved spontaneously and were well tolerated hemodynamically (184] . Oxygen tension declines slightly during intravenous isoproterenol therapy [178], and evidence of cardiotoxicity
and fatal arrhythmias with serum CPI{ elevations have been reported 154, 13$,1$x, 201j . Thus, although the intravenous route
allows for rapid bronchodilation, it may be no more effective
than the inhaled route, and it entails a higher risk of adverse side
effects [ 140, 240], Hence, careful selection of appropriate patients
is clearly indicated for such therapy . The reader is referred to
Chapter 5 for further discussion of intravenous beta-adrenergic
agonists.
If intravenous therapy is to be administered, extreme caution
must be exercised . The electrocardiogram should be monitored
continuously and an arterial line should be placed for arterial
pressure monitoring and Irequent arterial blood gas determinations Drugs available for intravenous use include isoproterenol,
starting with a continuous infusion of 9 .1 µ.g/kglrnirr increased
step-wise at 10- to 15-minute intervals in increments of O .1 pigl
kglrnin until clinical improvement or excessive tachycardia
(>180-200 beat miry occurs . Beta2-selective agents should induce fewer cardia ellects ; yet tachycardia with attendant increases in bath cardiac work and oxygen requirement does
c cur . These agents include albuterol, administered as a bolus
dose of 100 to 300 p g intravenously or as 500 to 940 µg over 1
hour [189, 387], and terbutaline, initiated with a dose ul 0 . 5 mg
delivered over 5 to 15 minutes and then followed with a continu*
ous infusion of 0 .1 to 0.4 glkglmin [2481 . Intravenous albuterol
[61, 98] and terbutaline [248] may be better tolerated than intravenous isoproterenol, but data are limited on the effectiveness
of these treatments . This subject is presented in additional detail
in Chapters 55, 57, and 80, and, prior to such usage, the reader
is strongly urged to review this topic in these chapters for further
insight into details of administration and side effects#
l

th ixanthines

Methylxanthines are not routinely used as primary drugs in the
emergency treatment of acute asthma ; they are usually initiated
alter patients have demonstrated refractoriness to beta agonists .
Unfortunately, only a le v well-designed studies of methylxanthine therapy in status asthmaticus have been published, Jackson
and associates [ 181 ] found that symptomatic responses and im*
prove ent in pulmonary function test results correlated with
serum theophylline concentrations in patients with acute exacerbations of asthma. In a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of
intravenous aminophylline in children hospitalized for status
asthmaticus, the aminophylline-reated group had a greater increase in FEV and PVC after 1 and 4 hours of treatment than did
the control group [276] . Adults treated for acute exacerbations of
either asthmaa or COPE} with a high-dose, continuous intravenous
aminophylline infusion mean serum concentration, 1 .0 µg/ml
had a greater improvement in FE E and FVC and required a
shorter duration of aminophylline therapy than did those receiving a low-dose infusion (mean serum concentration, 9 .7 .iglml)
13671 ; this study concurrently utilized a suboptimal intravenous
hydrocortisone dose of 200 mg/day in both patient groups . A
recent controlled study suggesting that emergency room use of
theophylline may reduce the need for hospitalization for ref rac-
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tort' asthma will rewire added data to define theophylline use
once a patient is hospitalized [394] .
Theophylline and aminophylline, the ethylenediamine salt of
theophylline that contains 84
anhydrous theophylline by
weight, are used fur the treatment of status asthmaticus . Theophylline has a potent and sustained bronchodilator action with an
average half-life of 3 to 5 hours in normal adults . It also has a
number of other potentially beneficial actions in patients with
asthma, including unproved mucociliary function, central respiratory stimulation, enhancement of cardiovascular hinction, improved diaphragmatic function, and possible antiinllammatory
effects [ 146] . However, these cited actions are weak and the
added benefit of theophylline in patients with status asthmaticus
receiving treatment with optimal doses of beta agonists and corticosteroids has not been firmly established .
Nevertheless, intravenous theophylline continues to be recommended for the treatment of stag asthmaticus, initiated as a
loading infusion of S to 5 mg/kg over 30 minutes and followed by
a continuous infusion of 0,5 to 0 .0 mg/kg/hr in adults [131 (the
reader is referred to the flow chart of theophylline dosing in
Chapter ). The continuous infusion rate must be adjusted for
smoking status, age, impairment of cardiac or hepatic function,
or the presence of drugs that alter theophylline metabolism [1361 .
Patients already receiving a methylxanthine at the time of their
asthma exacerbation should receive a reduced loading dose or
should have theophylline administration withheld until a serum
level can be obtained . If the theophylline level is in the therapeutic range, the superiority of intravenous theophylline over continued oral therapy has not been demonstrated .
The plasma concentration of theophylline should be maintamed in the therapeutic range of 10 to 0 µg/ml, although some
bronchodilation is achieved at levels as low as 5 pg/ml [228] .
Plasma concentrations exceeding 0 peg/ml are associated with
adverse side effects, including anxiety, headache, tremors, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea . Seizures or cardiac arrest
may occur at levels exceeding 40 iWm1 [399], and serial monitoring of plasma theophylline concentrations is mandatory . Patients
may be switched to oral therapy as soon as their asthma is stabilized . The oral dose is calculated so that it matches the amount
of anhydrous theophylline the patient has been receiving b infusion. The oral drug should be administered immediately upon
cessation of the intravenous infusion 11361 . The reader is referred
to Chapter .5B fur added details and information regarding aminophylline therapy .
The standard practice of combining beta-agonist and theophylline therapy, often with levels approaching the toxic range, has
raised concerns about the increased risk of cardia arrhythmias
contributing to sudden death or morbidity [242, 246, 389], However, several studies have demonstrated that this combination
rarely induces serious arrhythmias in patients with stable asthma
[175, 3631 or status asthmaticus [184] .
Other Bronchodilators
The antimuscarinic agents atropine and ipratropium bromide are
effective bronchodilators, with a predominant effect on the central airways 1137, 157, 2681 . In general, antimuscarinics appear
to be most efficacious in patients with chronic bronchitis [28),
but they also have efficacy in patients with asthma . In children
with stable asthma, bronchodilation was sustained for 5 hours
alter treatment with nebulized atropine sulfate, 0 .1 mg/kg 139]
(see also Chap . 64) .
Ipratropium bromide, a quaternary ammonium derivative of
atropine, became commercially available as an MDI in the United
States in 1987 . The inhalant solution is not yet available in the
United States. Ipratropium bromide is poorly absorbed through
the mucosal surfaces and has minimal systemic antimuscarinic
effects . The findings of some studies, but not all, suggest that its
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action is additive to that of beta2 agonists and theophylline [180,
1931 . A 500-µg dose of nebulized ipratropium bromide is as elfeclive a bronchodilator 1n certain asthmatics as 10 mg of nebulized
albuterol [371] . Higgins and associates [1451 showed that ipratropium prolonged the action of albuterol, but did not enhance
the overall maximal bronchodilator response . The role of antimuscarinics in the therapy of status asthmaticus awaits further
evaluation, but their addition to beta agonist and methylxanthine
therapy in patients with recalcitrant asthma may enhance benefit
with little additional risk of side effects .
Early studies suggested that antihistamines have bronchodilator actions, but their poor efficacy compared with beta agonists
and their tendency to produce troublesome sedative and anticholinergic side effects blunted enthusiasm for their use 11391 . However, the recent introduction of nonsedating H, antagonists such
as terfenadine has stimulated new interest in the use of antihistamines for the therapy of asthma . Recent studies suggest that
terfenadine is capable of reducing asthma symptoms such as
cough and wheeze, but no role has yet been identified for it in
.
the therapy of status asthmaticus [282] (see also Chap.
A number of other bronchodilators have recently received attention as having a possible role in the therapy of acute asthma .
Intravenous magnesium sulfate and inhaled furosemide both
have acute bronchodilator actions [217, 2531, possibly related to
effects on calcium handling b the airway smooth muscle cell,
but efficacy superior to that of the beta agonists and theophyllines /
not been demonstrated . Inhaled anesthetics such
halothane have demonstrable bronchodilator effects [117, 2571,
but they should be reserved bor use as adjuncts during ventilator
therapy and will be discussed further under the topic of ventilator
management .
Corticosteroid s
The appreciation that asthma is primarily an inflammatory disorder characterized by airway hyperresponsiveness underlies the
central role corticosteroids play in the treatment of status asthmaticus . The efficacy of corticosteroids in the treatment of status
asthmaticus has been established in a number of well-designed,
controlled trials [86, 1,133,1 5, 31$1 . Several studies have question
the efficacy of corticosteroids in the treatment of status
asthmaticus for both adults {5 } 124,19'7, 2151 and children [173],
but some of these studies used inadequate steroid doses or had
very small study populations . Younger and coworkers [395] demonstrated that, in 4 non-steroid-dependent children hospitalized
for status asthmaticus, intravenous methylprednisolone not only
resulted in more rapid recovery of airflow rates, but it also led
to lowed relapse rates 4 weeks after hospital discharge .
The exact target cells and mechanisms of action of corticosteroids in asthma are uncertain, but it is known that they have
wide-ranging effects on a variety of cells and inflammatory mechanisrr (see Chap . 60). Membrane stabilization in roast cells,
macrophages. and leukocytes, thereby preventing the release of
inflammatory mediators f53] and inhibition of phospholipase A2,
and thus preventing the formation of arachidonic acid products
including the patent bronchoconstrictors leukotrienes and D4,
are among their many actions . They also potentiate the broncho~
dilator response to exogenous catecholamines [320] and restore
responsiveness to inhaled beta agonists [861 .
Most studies suggest that the response to corticosteroids is
not immediate, requiring approximately fi hours for beneficial
effects on airflow to occur [320] . This underscores the creed for
establishing optimal doses of bronchodilators in the initiation of
treatment for status asthmaticus, well as early administration
of corticosteroids . At present, it is recommended that, once bronchodilator refractoriness is established, corticosteroids should
be administered immediately .
The risks associated with short courses of corticosteroids are

small ; on the other hand, failure to treat with steroids or to employ an adequate dose has been implicated in asthma deaths [30,
51, 200,
J . Corticosteroid therapy should be initiated without
delay in patients currently or recently on maintenance steroids
and in patients with a history of similar attacks requiring steroids
for lysis. The specific corticosteroid chin is probably not critical, although most authors have favored methylprednisolone .
Studies using hydrocortisone [31, 40j and triamcinolone [2401
have also shown benefit, s long as the patient can swallow and
has no malabsorption problem, both oral and intravenous steroids are equally effective 12851 ; however, extremely ill patients
will require parenteral dosing . The use of adrenocorticotropic
hormone is not recommended because of the uncertainty of adrenocortical responsiveness, although patients with acute asthma
not previously treated with corticosteroids respond favorably
[551 (see discussion in Chaps . 60 and 62) .
The optimal dose of corticosteroids for the treatment of status
asthmaticus is unknown, but has received considerable attention
and probably depends to a certain extent on individual factors,
such as steroid resistance . Haskell and coworkers 11331 demonstrated that patients receiving 40 or 125 mg of intravenous methylprednisolone every 5 hours for days had earlier and greater
improvements in the FEV, than did patients receiving 15 mgevery
5 hours Ratio and associates {2551 showed that f l mg of methylprednisolone given twice daily was effective as SO mg given
four times daily . Thus, air initial dose of to 125 mg of methylprednisolone or the equivalent given intravenously appears adequate . Thereafter, 50 to 100 mg is given every g to 1 hours until
definite resolution has begun [353] ; adjust regimen as clinically
indicated . Alternatively, a regimen of intravenous hydrocortisone
hernisuccinate may be employed, beginning with a loading dose
of to 4 mg/kg of body weight and continued with doses of 3
mg/kg every 5 hours . In a recent study three different doses of
intravenous hydrocortisone in 66 patients with acute severe
asthma were compared ; low-dose (50 mg qid , medium-dose (200
mg qid , and high-dose (500 mg qid) hydrocortisone for 48 hours,
followed by low to high doses of oral prednisone in the respective
groups . The low-dose schedule of 200 mg/day was considered
effective for resolution ; no significant difference in the rate of
recovery in lung function was found between the three groups
[400] . Total eosinophil counts may be used as an added approximate guide to assess the clinical response and may be especially
helpful if steroid resistance is suspected . Effective steroid doses
will yield values of 100 cells/mm3 or less within 4 to 30 hours .
Monitoring of blood glucose and electrolyte levels and the addition of an antacid regimen are indicated at this time ; see Chapter
, for details on steroid dosages . The dosages of drugs for the
treatment of acute exacerbations of asthma in adults recommended b the expert panel report of the National Heart, Lung,
and Blood Institute National Asthma Education Program, including corticosteroids, are shown in Table 73-8 . Dosing schedules
will undoubtedly continue to be evaluated .
When clinical improvement is sustained, steroids may be gradually tapered by the equivalent of 54 rug of methylprednisolone
daily over the first 5 to 7 days (about 5 reduction every to
3 days) and then discontinued over the next 10 days to 3 weeks,
depending on the patient's clinical course . Any clinical relapse
may require a temporary increase in dosage. Patients previously
on alternate-day oral schedules are tapered to their previous
maintenance level or to an effective inhaled steroid regimen, or
both.
Patients who have breakthrough symptoms of their asthma
during tapering despite optimal use of inhaled corticosteroids
must remain on long-term oral steroid therapy . The importance
of adequate corticosteroid treatment in patients with chronic
life-threatening asthma has been emphasized t286, 3401 . These
patients should be discouraged from tapering steroids on their
own because of the risk of exacerbation or sudden death .
The complications of brief, high-dose corticosteroid therapy
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are usually minimal [275], but acute psychotic reaction and fluid
and electrolyte disorders related to sodium retention and potassium loss are observed . Furthermore, disuse atrophy or acute
myopathy may occur in patients treated with both steroids and
neuromuscular blockade 1126a1 1821, and early physical therapy
regimen in patients receiving both agents are encouraged. Corn'
plete ophthalmoplegia complicating acute corticosteroid- and
pancuronium-associated myopathy was recently reported in a
patient with refractory asthma [331] . High-dose corticosteroid
use has also been implicated in gastrointestinal ulceration [2201,
and ulcer prophylaxis should be included in the therapeutic regimen . Nosocomial infection is another serious concern, especially
in the mechanically ventilated patient Fatal disseminate i aspen
gillosis has been reported in such patients [1861, and the use of
meticulous techniques during tracheal suctioning and ventilator
care and good oral hygiene are encouraged .
Antimicrobial Agents
The frequency of bacterial respiratory tract infections as a cause
or acute exacerbations of asthma has probably been exaggerated
in the past, resulting in an overuse of antimicrobial therapy . However, numerous respiratory tract viruses arc associated with exacerbations of asthma, and are implicated in a higher proportion
of exacerbation in children than in adults. In three studies conducted in children, a viral or a mycoplasma infection was found
in from 3 to 4 percent of the exacerbations of asthma [20,
216, 225] . Among 63 adults hospitalized with severe asthma, 19
percent of the admissions were associated with a viral or mycoplasmal infection (153] . Hudgel and coworkers [1521 found that
in 1 adult asthmatic patients viral but not bacterial respiratory
tract infections were increased during wheezing exacerbations+
interestingly. these authors noted that both viral and bacterial
infections could occur without inducing an exacerbation of
asthma . Viral infection was present its 11 percent of the exacerbai
tion and bacterial infection in 9 percent . Similarly, Clarke [481
found evidence of bacterial or viral infectionn in only 10 .8 percent
of asthmatic exacerbations in adults . In another study, transtracheal aspirates obtained from adults with acute asthma did not
yield significantly different bacterial or fungal growth from aspirates obtained from controls 121] . The recently described role of
'1rkzmydrci was discussed earlier in this chapter .
The routine administration of a broad-spectrum antibiotic in
44 children with status asthmaticus who did not have signs of
bacterial infection was assessed in a double-blind protocol
comparing hetacillin (which i hydrolyzed in ivo to ampicillin)
with a placebo (3191 . Since the hospital course, length of hospital
stay, and complications were similar in the treated and control
groups, the authors concluded that there was no obvious advantage to routine antibiotic therapy in such patients . A comparable
study in 60 adults hospitalized with mute asthma and treated
with either amoxicillin or placebo also disclosed no difference in
the rate of improvement in symptoms, length of hospital stay, or
pulmonary function at the time of discharge [123] .
Thus, the available data do not support the use of antimicrobial
agents in patients with status asthmaticus unless there is evidence of bacterial infection The diagnosis of bacterial lower respiratory tract infection in patients with status asthmaticus may
l difficult
. Large numbers of eosinophils may impart a purulent
appearance to the sputum . While eosinophils cannot be distinguished from neutrophils on a gam's-stained sputum specimen,
a wet mount or Wright stain does permit correct identification
Infiltrates on the chest radiograph may be caused by mucoid
ytoimpaction and atelectasis rather than pneumonia, and leul
sis may be present in stag asthmaticus without infection . The
diagnosis of bacterial infection is supported by the presence of
large numbers of neutrophils in the sputum, especially when accompanied by one or two types of bacteria in heavy concentration, and b fever, chills, an increased number of immature neu-
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trophils in the peripheral blood, or a compatible chest
radiograph . Sinusitis, if present, requires antibiotic treatment .
Antimicrobial therapy should be based initially on the pathogens
suspected and later modified according to the results of drug
susceptibility studies of pathogen isolated from sputum or
blood .
Hydration and Sputum Mobilization
In status asthmaticus, hyperpnea, diaphoresis, fever, and reduced fluid intake may contribute to the presence of systemic
dehydration . The severity of the fluid deficit may vary considerably and is difficult to mess clinically, since marry of the signs
of dehydration e .g,, dry mouth, tachycardia + reduced jugular
venous pressure) are found during mute asthma in patients who
are in normal fluid balance . As in any dehydrated patient, correction of systemic fluid deficits is indicated in order to normalize
cardiovascular and cellular function . Although adequate systemic hydration is also thought to have a beneficial effect on
respiratory tract secretions, evidence of such an effect is scanty
[9 f 40] . In mild asthma, adequate hydration may be achieved
orally, but, in status asthmaticus, the intravenous route is preferred to ensure sufficient intake . Fluid therapy should be guided
b the estimated state of hydration and the initial serum electrolyte concentrations, and modified thereafter a clinically required . Careful observations of fluid intake and output, body
weight . and serum and urine sodium concentrations aid in fluid
management and the early recognition of fluid retention in susceptible patients (children, the elderly, and thosewith underlying
cardiac disease) . Generally, a daily physiologic water intake is
sufficient for most patients with status asthmaticus .
Straub and colleagues [3451 observed a variable degree of hypovolemia in nine patients during status asthmaticus . Four patients experienced a rise in pulse rate and fall in blood pressure
at the time of relief of their airways obstruction . Infusion of 500
to 1,500 ml of plasma led to immediate circulatory improvement .
The authors speculated that a combination of hypovolemia and
vasodilation in response to hyperventilationn may result in circulatory collapse, which in turn may contribute to some of the
unexpected deaths in asthmatics . Elevated ADH levels have been
found in same patients with status asthmaticus during the acute
phase ; these levels returned to normal with resolution of the
attack [11J . The administration of hypotonic fluids to such patients could result in water intoxication .
Since airway secretions are a major factor in precipitating,
intensifying, or perpetuating the acute asthmatic state, the mobilization of secretions is vital . Under normal conditions, inspired
air is warmed and saturated with water vapor in the upper respiratory tract and major airways . If this mechanism is impaired or
if the upper airway is bypassed b the use of a tracheal tube, it
is possible that secretion may desiccate and become thickened
and tenacious, and thus more difficult to raise . err addition, mucociliary clearance may be impaired, further favoring secretional
stasis . Therapeutic oxygen, if not properly humidified . can contribute to such desiccation ; unheated bubble humidiliers produce only 0 percent of the required humidification .
Humidification devices and mist therapy are commonly employed to assist in the mobilization of bronchial secretions . Clinical experience suggests that these measures may be beneficial in
selected cases ; nevertheless . there is limited evidence to indicate
that airways humidification accomplished by currently employed
devices has any effect on mucociliary clearance in asthma (sec
Chap, 69 . Studies of the effect of ambient humidity err the viscosity of sputum in vita have yielded conflicting results [79, 2941 .
Although aerosols of water or hypertonic saline have been reported to increase the clearance of secretions in patients with
chronic bronchitis [260, 287], evidence of their efficacy in asthma
is currently inconclusive [3701 . Furthermore, the ultrasonic nebulization of distilled water or saline solution can induce broncho-
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spasm and may not be tolerated by patients during acute asthma
attacks (43, 3131 .
Mucolytic agents, such as acetylcysteine, reduce the viscosity
ul sputum in vitro . However, the aerosol administration of acetylcysteine in asthmatics induces bronchospasm and worsens hypoxemia (22, 284] and therefore is not recommended . f f limited
use, direct intrabronchial instillation of a mixture of 3.0 to 5.O ml
of 149 acetylcysteine with O . 2S ml of I :2X isoproterenol or
another adrenergic agent) through a tracheal tube or bronchoscope followed b suctioning may be effective in removing lifethreatening lobar mucoid impactions (77] . The role of fiberoptic
bronchoscopy and bronchial lavage is discussed in Chapter 84 .
The efficacy of expectorant drugs, such as iodides and guai+
fenesin, has not been convincingly demonstrated in asthma (see
Chap.
. Antitussives should be avoided, as their action is Contrar to the goal of sputum removal . Once coughing becomes

Table 73-94 Add-base status at pre.senftUion In 229 episodes of
acute aathmo
Acid-base siatus

No, ( of episodes)

Normal
Respiratory alkalosis
Respiratory alkalosis + metabolic acidosis
Metabolic acidosis
Respiratory acidosis
Respiratory acidosis
metabolic acidosis
Respiratory a kalosis + metabolic alkalosis

2S (12 .2)
109 (47 .6)
14(61)
.
13 (5.7)
7 (16
5( .)

Scum R, Dl uiitain, et ah, Acid-base disturbances in acute astlunahe
651 + 191.
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productive, physical measures such ss gentle chest percussion
and postural drainage can be considered in certain patients, although there is some evidence that these may induce bronchospasm [36] and worsen arterial hypoxemia 1154] . Chest physiotherapy, accompanied by supplemental oxygen and preceded by
aerosol bronchodilator therapy, should be used only if sputum
production is enhanced and bronchospasm is not exacerbated ;
percussive therapy is generally not indicated in asthma .
Acid-Base and Electrolyte Considerations
The most common acid-base disturbance in status asthmaticus
is respiratory alkalosis caused b hyperventilation; it is treated
b relief of the underlying asthma . In patients with severe, scute
asthma exhibiting hyperventilation of several days' duration, a
coexisting nun-anion gap metabolic acidosis appears to be corn+
moan [254] . This base deficit is presumably due to excessive renal

bicarbonate excretion ss a renal compensatory response during
the period of hypocapnia .
'I"he most serious acid-base disturbance in statin asthmaticus
is respiratory acidosis resulting from progressive hypercapnia ; it
may be complicated b a metabolic (lactic) acidosis in sure
hypo emit status asthmaticus . Because of the rapidity with

which hypercapnic respiratory failure may develop, the compensation provided by rectal mechanisms may be inadequate, and
severe degrees of acidemia can be seen . The definitive treatment
of hypercapnic respiratory failure unresponsive to conservative
measures is mechanical ventilation, the indications f r which are
discussed later.
Metabolic acidosis in acute asthma, aside from hypocapniaassociated renal bicarbonate loss, is due largely to lactic acidosis, which is believed to arise from tissue hypoxia, lactate formation bar the respiratory musculature, diminished hepatic removal
of lactate, and intracellular alkalosis . Mountain and colleagues
131 recently found that metabolic acidemia may be more comi
most that, was previously believed . These authors detected a metabolic acidemia associated with an increased anion gap mean,
15 .8 mom) in 8 percent of 229 episodes of acute asthma, the
degree of arterial hypoxemia correlated inversely with the anion
gap. The distribution of acid-base disorders in this study is shown
in Table 78-8 . If the degree of acidemia is severe (p1{
7.15),
and especially if there is a delay in instituting mechanical ventila*
tion, 45 to 90 mEq of sodium bicarbonate in children, l mEglkg
may be infused slowly over 10 too minutes, the required dose
titrated to a blood pH of about 7 .25. It should be noted, however,
that little increase in blood pH will occur unless the carbon dioxide produced from the infused bicarbonate can be eliminated
r #lie lungs [2591 . Additionally, a bicarbonate infusion in scute
asthma may result in a fall in the Pa02 level, presumably by
increasing the perfusion of underventilated lung regions (224] .
Other complications to be avoided include hyperosmolarity, fluid
overload, and rebound alkalemia ; serum (arid urinary) potassium
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Fig. 73-6 . Acrd-base refatrohips in severe asthma . `/used symbols
are from adults. open symbols from children in various series of severe
asthma. Ninety-flue percent nFideace limils of these relationships in
pare metabolic acid-base disturbances and in acute and chronic
respiratory disturbances are shown F (Reprinted with perm+ iia frit
D, . Fle+ifey, Blood gas ,onions is severe asthma . Pr . R. Soc . Mod,
64;1149, 1971.)
and magnesium levels should be monitored and corrected as
needed. The presumed benefits of reducing adverse acidemia
may include restoring the responsiveness to adrenergic agents or
reducing the morbidity of the acidemia itself . However, a recent
report of 14 critically ill patients (none with asthma) described
failure to demonstrate improved cardiovascular hemodyna ics
following the administration of sodium bicarbonate for the treatment of lactic acidosis [581 . The issue of employing sodium bicarbonate in severely scidemic patients seems currently unresolved. Acid-base relationships in severe asthma are depicted in
Figure 76 .
Metabolic alkalosis may result from intravascular volume depletion, from potassium and chloride deficiency owing to vomiting, gastric suction, diuretics, or corticosteroids, or from the
administration of bicarbonate . Alkalosis can depress ventilation,
decrease cardiac output, induce - mismatching, and lower
the seizure threshold, and should be corrected by appropriate
replacement of electrolytes and intravascular volume or b aileviation of the primary cause .
Electrolyte abnormalities related to acid-base shifts and drug
administration may also complicate status asthmaticus . As discussed previously, h pokalemia and h pophosphatemia are
common during acute exacerbations of asthma (26, 1851 but they
tend to resolve spontaneously with therapy . The clinical significance of these abnormalities is currently unclear, arid, unless
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they are severe
3 .0 mEq/L, plasma phosphate concentration 0 .3 rrr tiL treatment may not be necessary . [Monitoring the
serum potassium level is indicated in any at risk patient, such as
the aged, those with ischemic cardiac disease, or those receiving
digitalis or diuretics .
Sedatives
Fear, restlessness, and agitation frequently accompany the acute
asthma attack and may prompt the physician to administer sedative drugs Sedated patients, however, experience a false sense of
security and this navy extend to the physician * while physiologic
derangements may continue to worsen without evoking the usual
intensity of symptoms. Equally important i time depression of
ventilatory drive that various sedatives can induce . In normal
subjects, hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory responses were
depressed b moderate doses of morphine [374], meperidine
[1811, and diazepam [187, 283] . Other adverse effects of sedative
agents are their tendency to suppress cough, thereby impairing
the removal of bronchial secretions, and the enhanced metabolism and the consequent reduced effectiveness of corticosteroids
when given to patients receiving barbiturates [321,
Sedative use has been identified as a risk factor for respiratory
failure with the attendant morbidity of mechanical ventilation in
status asthmaticus [204, 316, 350, 3511 and has been cited as
contributing to asthma deaths [30, 82, 238]#
There is no evidence that sedative or tranquilizing drugs reverse the pathophysiologic features of status asthmaticus . In
view of their depressant effect ori ventilation and their other
adverse effects, sedatives should not be used in status asthma*+
icu except in patients who are receiving mechanical ventilation .
The patients anxiety should be allayed by calm and repeated
reassurance offered bar the physician and other medical attendants and by prompt, efficient application of therapeutic and supportive measures Paling [891 has reviewed this subject in detail

The Airway
Maintenance of a patent airway at all times is essential in the
management of status asthmaticus . Patients who are unable to
mobilize secretions adequately or who are obtunded, comatose,
or in respiratory failure reed immediate tracheal intubation . An
oral or nasal tracheal tube should be inserted as soon as this
need is determined and placed sufficiently early in the course to
avoid the complications associated with emergency intubation .
Anxious, dyspneic patients are often difficult to intubate and may
struggle during the process, with resulting aggravation of the
bronchospasm . Hence, intubation should be performed deftly
and expeditiously b the most experienced professional available, with care taken to preoxygenate the patient and to avoid the
complication of gastric aspiration [309]. We prefer orotracheal
intubation using at least a No . S endotracheal tube after the patient has been adequately sedated or paralyzed as a way to minimize morbidity.
The use of a low-pressure cuff with the pressure adjusted to
allow a minimal leak, proper positioning of the tube, avoidance
of undue torsional stresses, a gentle and aseptic suctioning technique, and meticulous nursingcare are necessary to minimize the
complications of intubation . Atraumatic and careful suctioning
techniques can assist in the mobilization of mucus plugs . Complications of the airway are often the most common among series
of mechanically ventilated patients [203] . Since tracheal intubation in asthma is seldom necessary for more than a few days,
tracheostomy can usually be avoided .
Mechanical Ventilation

Mechanical ventilation is indicated when the patient's ventilatory
efforts are insufficient to maintain adequate gas exchange . Con-
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currently, appropriate oxygen therapy and suctioning of ere'
tions can be accomplished through the cuffed tracheal tube . Ventilatory failure can be detected by a rise in PaCO2 and can be
anticipated by the clinical observation of a marked increase in
respiratory effort, a common precursor of fatigue or exhaustion .
Since, as we have stressed, PaCO 2 is usually reduced during acute
asthma, a PaCO2 level at or above the normal range is cause
for concern . A steadily rising Pa CO, especially daring optimal
therapy and when accompanied by incipient or overt respiratory
muscle fatigue, is a major indication for mechanical ventilation .
Both premature and delayed intubations have their respective
hazards. The exact point at which to institute mechanical ventilatory support is determined on the basis of careful longitudinal
clinical and gas exchange assessments, observing trends rather
than relying on rigid criteria .
From a variety of clinical reports it appears that only a small
proportion of patients require mechanical ventilation for status
asthmaticus . Approximately to 8 percent of all asthma hospitalizations and from to 16 percent of asthma patients admitted to
intensive care units require endotracheal intubation and mechanical ventilatory support [311 1 31, ]. For example, ventilator
therapy was instituted in 1 of 811 patients ,6 admitted to
Colorado General Hospital for status asthmaticus from 1%7 to
10Th [310] and in 16 percent of 111 patients admitted with status
asthmaticus to a respiratory intensive care unit in Los Angeles
from 1068 to 1077 [311 ] . In both these series, a decline was noted
in recent years in the number of asthmatic patients requiring
mechanical ventilation . Presumably, early and aggressive therapy reduces the requirement for mechanical ventilation in some
patients . Patients with evolving hypercapnia should be admitted
to an intensive care unit for aggressive therapy, where facilities
for intubation, ventilation, and monitoring are readily available .
Supportive intermittent positive-pressure ventilation (IPPV) in
asthma patients with severe airflow resistance has its own specific difficulties . Adequate effective alveolar ventilation, in the
presence of high and potentially problematic peak inspiratory
ventilator pressure with its attendant complications, requires appropriate and careful techniques . Despite marry advances in
IPPV, the mortality rate in adults in this circumstance can be as
high as 10 percent [681 .
In the past, it has been emphasized that normocapnia and, in
particular, hypercapnia were considered indicators of incipient
respiratory failure . However, Mountain and Satin [232] recently
reported in a retrospective analysis that the majority of patients
presenting with hypercapnia do not require intubation . They
found that only 8, percent of 01 patients presenting to an emergency room with hypercapnia required intubation, o patient
presenting with normocapnia subsequently required intubation
and, among 1 patients with severe hypercapnia (PaCO2, SO-110
mmHg) who did not require mechanical ventilation, the mean
time to normalization of PaCO2 was 5 .9 hours (Fig . 73-7) . Thus,
as we have stressed, the value of blood gas measurements in
determining the need for mechanical ventilation must be considered in the clinical context . Continuously symptomatic patients
with evolving normocapnia or hypercapnia require close observation and maximal therapy.
In an effort to avoid mechanical ventilation and its attendant
complications, some authors have advocated the use of continu~
nus positive airway pressure (CPAP) in conjunction with bicarbonate infusion to reduce inspiratory muscle work [202] (see
Chap . 91) However, this approach requires further study and
should currently be considered investigational .
When frank ventilatory failure occurs despite institution of the
intensive therapy described } mechanical ventilatory support
must be considered . Clinical features, although suggestive, are
not reliable or quantitative indices of effective alveolar ventilation, Measurement of PaCO2 Pa 2 and pH provide quantitative
evidence for ventilatory failure, but these values must be viewed
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Fig. 734 . Resotuiion of seuere hypercapnia to 31 episodes of severe
asthma presenting with a PaCO exceeding O m
aof regairir

mechanical ventilation . Values are expressed as the mean ± SEM .
(Reprinted with permission from R. D. Mountain and . A. Sahni
Clinical features and outcome to patients with acute asthma presenting
with hypercapnia . Am. Rev. Respir . Dis.138:, 5, 1988,)
'abk 73-10. Guidelines for intern
status oat m4 t1cu (adults)

al mechanical ventilation

Clinical
1 . Exhaustion, apnea
2. Disturbances of consciousness (obtunded or coma)
3. Extreme tachypnea (4 ntir~)
4 . Overt respiratory muscle fatigue# abdominal paradox
Cardiac or hemodynamic instability ; hypotension; cardia arrest
Arterial bled-spi rometr
1 . Rising PaCO2 greater than 40 to 50 mmHg . with obvious patient
distress, despite complete and aggressive therapy . A rise in PaCO1
of to 111 mmHg per hour or more can be a poor prognostic sign
when associated with mute respiratory (and lactic) acidosis.
. Extreme hypercapnia (PaCO2 > 60 mmHg) in the appropriate
clinical setting ; coexisting acidernia pH
7.2O).
. Refractory hypoxemia despite O administration (Pat 2 S0 mmFlg ;
F1
= 1 .O ; or 02-induced ventilatory suppression .
4 . FEV, 1 .O L (or 25 predicted
5. PEER 12O Li'min (or
5 predicted)
Fl -- fraction of inspired oxygen ; FEY = fore
PEER = peak expiratory flow rate .

expiratory volume in 1

orLd ;

in the clinical context of the patient . Thus, criteria for intubation
and mechanical ventilation (see later discussion) should be best
individualized for each patient ; hypercapnia, or evolving normocapnia are not necessarily absolute criteria for intubation [35a] .
Table 75 .10 presents guidelines fcr ventilatory support in status
asthmaticus .
The use of mechanical ventilation in patients in status asthmaticus is not without controversy . Some investigators have reported high mortality rates ranging up to 3 percent 1203, 204,
274, 310] assodated with high rates of barotrauma, and have
discouraged the use of mechanical ventilation except a s last
resort [310] . Others have reported very low or no mortality 127,
83 ,144, 3111 with relatively low morbidity rates . Undoubtedly,
some of the differences between these studies are related to differing patient populations. However, those studies reporting low
complication rates have generally used low-pressure, controlled
mechanical hypoventilation (27, 70, 831 . This ventilator technique eschews use of high peak inspiratory pressures and attendant risk of barotrauma, limiting peak pressure to less than 50
to S cmH . and allows the PaCO2 to rise, correcting acidemia
with bicarbonate infusions, if necessary . Hypercapnia resolves
70

with the subsequent relief of airflow obstruction . With optimal
ventilator technique, patients with acute, severe asthma, including children and pregnant women, can receive mechanical ventilation with relative safety .
If possible, the decision to intubate and initiate mechanical
ventilation should neither be a premature one nor delayed to the
point where the patient is in respiratory arrest . Only with close
clinical observations and serial measurements of gas exchange
can the optimal point be selected . Should mechanical ventilation
be deemed necessary, we advocate sedating the patient, preferably with a benzodiazepine such as diazepam or lorazepam, or a
narcotic, iI needed . Some have advocated the use of fentanyl over
morphine because of the litter's histamine-releasing properties,
although the clinical significance of this effect is minor (24, 396],
Conventional IPPV is instituted with initial ventilatorsettings employing a volume-preset ventilator to include the assist/control
mode, a tidal volume of 8 to 10 mI/kg, a frequency of I to 15
cycles/min, and a ventilator inspiratory flow rate of 50 tJmin ;
F102 i set to attain a PaOa of 60 to 80 mmHg ( oxygen
saturation).
If the patient encounters difficulty synchronizing with the ventilator and if severe tachyprtea or hypercapnia persists, neuromuscular paralysis using pancuronium bromide, vecuronium, or
tracrium should be instituted after adequate sedation is achieved
[1911 (see Chap . 91) . Paralyzed patients require close observation
in the event of accidental ventilator disconnection .
The goals of mechanical ventilation should include limiting the
peak airway pressure (PAP) to less than 50 to 55 cmH2O preferable :4O cmH2O , keeping intrinsic PEEP at less than 15 cmH2O,
and normalizing the PaCO2 [1301 . Reduction in either the inspiratory flow rate or the tidal volume, or both, xray be necessary to
limit FAP to under 50 to 55 cmH2O . Then goals may be conflicting, particularly if slowing of the ventilator rate is necessary to
minimize intrinsic PEEP . If the PaCO2 can be normalized only b
increasing PAP or the level of intrinsic PEEP to unacceptable
ranges, use of controlled hypoventilation i indicated with acceptance of an elevated PaCO2 . Hypercapnia is well tolerated if the
pH is maintained at greater than 7 .20 to 'x .25 b employing a
bicarbonate infusion [219] . Generally, this approach i associated
with a greater duration of hypercapnia .
Based on evidence suggesting that CPAP reduces the inspiratory work of breathing in patients with induced acute asthma,
some investigators have advocated use of PEEP during mechanical ventilation of asthmatics [206, 280] . However, although low
levels of PEEP may benefit some patients with severe COPD who
have dynamic compression of their airways during expiration,
the indications for PEEP in patients with status asthmaticus are
unclear [205], PEEP has been shown to cause excessive increases
in lung volumes, airway pressures and intrathoracic pressures
in patients with severe airway obstruction, resulting in hemodynamic compromise [358] . Inasmuch as beneficial effects have not
been consistently reported and detrimental effects can ensue,
PEEP during ventilatory support cannot currently be recommended in the management of states asthmaticus .
Occasionally, mechanical ventilation may be ineffective despite optimal medical therapy . The progressive rise in PaCO2
necessitates the use of excessively high peak airway pressures . In
this situation, a number of additional techniques may be applied .
Some investigators advocate the use of inhalational anesthetic
agents that have bronchodilator action [315] . Ether is no longer
used, but the halogenated ethers, halothane, enflurane, and
isofltirane, have all yielded favorable results in the treatment of
severe status asthmaticus unresponsive to standard mechanical
ventilation 1166, 284], isoflurane is currently the preferred anesthetic because it is the bast lipid soluble, allowing rapid control
of the level of anesthesia, and is less likely to cause arrhythmias
or hepatic or renal toxicity 1166L Other anesthetic agents such
as ketamine [2971 and thiopental [1251 have no clear advantages
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over the inhalational anesthetics, and, thiopental may actually
extend the psriod of mechanical ventilation . The use of heliumoxygen mixtures has also been advocated in patients why condition is recalcitrant to standard mechanical ventilation [114J ;
peak airway pressures and PaCO2 were abruptly lowered after
the initiation of helium-oxygen therapy in seven patients with
status asthmaticus [114] . l eliumioxygen is thought to reduce
airway resistance by minimizing turbulent airflow, b virtue of
helium's lower density . Helium-oxygen mixtures consisting of
less than 800 helium are likely to be ineffective because their
density approaches that of ambient air [114J . Controlled hypothermia 30° has also recently been reported in one patient as
a method of minimizing the increase in PaCO2 in status asthmaticus patients failing to respond to conventional mechanical ventilation [33a1 .
As a last resort, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation has
been used successfully in patients with severe asthma unresponsive to mechanical ventilation [211] . There appears to be no role
for high-frequency ventilation in cases of expiratory flow limitation because of the dynamic pulmonary hyperinflation it causes
[334] . Some have advocated bronchoalveolar lavage as a means
of removing airway plugs in patients with severe asthma (3771,
but one study reported an unacceptably high rate of pulmonary
infectious complications associated with this approach [198] . Instillation of -a etylcysteine may produce bronchospasm in
asthmatics and should generally be avoided in mechanically ventilated patients (see discussion on sputum hydration in this chapter and Chaps. 69 and 83).
As the airways obstruction is relieved in response to therapy,
improvement will be observed as a progressive decrease in the
PAP to less than 34 mmH2O and in PaC
to the normal range .
In most intubated asthma patients, the airway obstruction will
resolve substantially within 7 hours . In patients with sudden
asphyxic asthma, presumably reflecting a subpopulation of patients with status asthmaticus with ventilatory failure largely due
to bronchospasm as the main pathogenetic process, the mean
duration of mechanical ventilation was only 33 .7 ± 25.3 hours
[372] . Therefore, a soon
resolution of the asthmatic process
is evident according to clinical and laboratory assessments,
weaning from mechanical ventilation can begin . Although a number of ventilatory modes are available for use in weaning, including intermittent mandaturyventilation, pressureisurpport ventilation, and intermittent use of a T+piece, once the airway
obstruction subsides, weaning usually progresses rapidly regardless of the mode chosen . Criteria for the decision to discontinue
mechanical ventilation include an apolar-arterial 1
difference measured at an Flt of 1 .0 of less than 300 to 350 mmHg or
aur adequate Pout an Fl
of 0.4 or less ; a VC of at least 10 to
15 mllkg of body weight ; a normal ;range PaCO2 in association
with a minute ventilation of less than 10 l_Jmin+ and the ability to
generate an inspiratory negative pressure of greater than - 30
cmH
[93, 308, 3561 , Clinical findings must support these data .
Hence, obvious improvement in ausculatory findings, the very
important observation of mobilization of secretions, and resolution of contributing factors ebg . t pneumonia, atelectasis, heart
(allure) should all be apparent .
Difficulty in weaning may be encountered in patients with respiratory muscle weakness resulting from prolonged mechanical
ventilation, a deficiency in the total body potassium or phosphate
content, or continued use of neuromuscular-blocking drugs
[182] . Ventilatory drive may be reduced by the effect of metabolic
alkalosis or by the lingering effects of sedatives . Some patients
develop a psychologic dependence on the ventilator; in such
mss, weaning may be facilitated by the use of intermittent mandatory ventilation or pressure-support ventilation . When mechanical ventilation has been discontinued, the adequacy of ventilation should be assessed during several hours of spontaneous
breathing before extubation.
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Table T3-1I . onjpl cat r of uia d ventilation
Complications attributable to intubation and extubation
Prolonged intubation attempt
Intubation of right mainstem bronchus
Premature extubation
Self-extubation
Complications associated with endotrachealltracheestomy tubes
Tube malfunction
Nasal necrosis
Complications attributable to operation of the ventilator
Machine failure
Alarm failure
Alarm found off
Inadequate nebulization or humidification
Overheating of inspired air
Medical complications occurring during assisted ventilation
Alevolar hypoventilation
Al eloar hyperventilation
Massive gastric distention, gastrointestinal bleeding
Pneumothorax
Atelectasis
Pneumonia (nosocomial)
Hypotension
Source : C. W. Zwillich t et a]., Complications of assist d ventilationn prospective
study of 354 consecutive episodes . Am. J Mod, 57 :161 . 1974. Reprinted with per-

Complications of mechanical ventilation in status asthmaticus
include pulmonary barotrauma, impaired cardiac output, and infection, in addition to a variety of ventilator and tracheal tube
malfunctions encountered during mechanical ventilation (Table
73-11 [398], A shorter duration of mechanical ventilation is asssociatetl with a decreased rate of complications, including death .
The incidence of barotrauma, including pneumothorax, pneumomediastinum, and subcutaneous emphysema, is increased by
the high peak inspiratory airway pressures that may be necessary
to ventilate patients with severe asthma [271] . Recently, an endinspiratory lung volume exceeding 1 .4 L, measured as the volume
expired from peak inspiration to end expiration some 30 to 40
seconds later, was shown to be better than high peak inspiratory
airway pressures as a predictor of barotrauma and hypotension
in mechanically ventilated patients with acute severe asthma
138Th] . Tension pneumothorax may be manifested by a sudden
increase in respiratory distress, cyanosis, and absence of breath
sounds on chest auscultation It must be immediately recognized
and relieved by the insertion of a large-bore needle or chest tube
into the pleural space . In a series of 1 episodes of mechanical
ventilation for status asthmaticus, pneumothorax occurred in 33
percent and was associated with decreased survival [318] . In that
study, pneumothorax, pneumonia, alveolar hypoventilation, tracheal tube malfunction, and ventilator failure occurred more
often during mechanical ventilation in patients with status asthmaticus than in patients receiving mechanical ventilation fcr
other causes . The use of controlled mechanical hypoventilation
probably lowers the incidence of barotrauma [70] .
The increase in mean intrathoracic pressure resulting from
high airway pressures may impair systemic venous return and
reduce the cardiac output . The problem may be aggravated by
h povolemiaand by the use of drugs that increase venous capacitance, such as morphine and diazepam, and can be minimized
by maintaining an adequate intravascular fluid volume and by
shortening the inspiratory phase of mechanical ventilation . Cardiac factors and electrocardiographic changes in status asthmaticus are discussed in further detail in Chapter 78 .
The incidence of nosocomial respiratory tract infection in
intubated and mechanically ventilated patients may b reduced
by careful attention to proper technique during airway care and
suctioning and by changing ventilator tubing every 48 hours [S4] .
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Table T3-I . Short- rm survival status asthmaticus upparted
with r echar ctrl ventilation (adults)
Reference

Fercenr survival

Marchand van Has lt, 1966 1204]
Misuraca, 1966 12271
Riding & Ambiavagar, 1967 (295]
Tabb Guerrant, 1 963 ,350]
Williams Crooke . 1968 X385]
Iisala, et al ., 1969 11551
Sheehy, et al ., 1972 (319]
Scoggin . et aL, 1977 (3161
Vesterman, et al ., 1979 (3811
Santiago & KJaustermeyer, 1980 (311J
Pi do+ et al ., 1983 [2741
Meciltave & Goldring } 1983 119]
Luk a, et a1 ., 1981 11981
Higgins, et al ., 1986 1144]
I workin
Kinin, 1989183 ]
Ma el, et al ., 1990 [293]
Braaman l emmerlen, 1990 [27]

79
109
8
100
89
91
5
90
100
77
100
91
100
100
78
1 00

Prophylactic antimicrobial therapy is not indicated and may, in
fact, predispose to infection with resistant bacteria .
Considering the gravity of the attendant pathophysiologic
changes, the survival rate in status asthmaticus complicated by
ventilatory failure is rather good . An aggregate short-term sur4
vival rate of 89 percent was achieved its 17 published series comprising adults treated with mechanical ventilation for status asthmaticus (Table 73-12) . 7`he long-term prognosis in one series
has been reported by Marquette and associates 1205a] . In this
analysis among 121 patients with a near-fatal asthma attack who
were followed after discharge from an intensive care unit where
they received mechanical ventilation for acute status asthma, the
6-year survival was 77.4 percent ; the majority of deaths occurred
within the first year following discharge . Cigarette smoking and
an age greater than 40 years were identified as risk factors in
mortality [ 05a]*
Since only an occasional patient with severe asthma requires
intubation and supportive mechanical ventilation + the identilication of such high-risk asthma patients could provide clues to
preventing this problem . Accordingly, l esterman and coworkers
[3811 analyzed their retrospective experiences with 39 patients
rewiring mechanical ventilation far status asthmaticus, and
identified the following features as risk factors : patient delay in
seeking medical attention, incomplete medical assessment, inad*
equate preadmission use of corticosteroids . and sedative abuse .
Follow-up of the survivors of this study also indicated that clivi .
cal patterns characterized by significantly labile asthma or
chronic deterioration in airways obstruction were associated
with an increased risk of sudden death from asthma . A major
point to be emphasized by this and other studies [280, 347] is
that patients must be educated by the physician to seek early
medical attention for all acute episodes lalling to respond to the
usual therapy . It is hoped that this will substantially decrease the
need for mechanical ventilation with its attendant morbidity .
A summary cf the hospital management of mute exacerbations
of asthma based un the recent National Heart, Lung + and Blood
Institute
panel report is presented in Figure 73 .8.
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PREVENTION AND AFTER-CRISIS CARE
Although the cause, or causes, of the recent increase in asthma
death rates remain unknown, the ability to identify patients at
risk enables the deployment of measures aimed at preventing the
development ul status asthmaticus . The British Thoracic Association [30] determined that 77 of 90 patients who died of asthma

had potentially preventable contributory factors . Of course, not
all patients at risk lcr asthma-related death can be identified prior
to the evert, and some severe asthma attacks (sudden asphyxic
asthma) occur so rapidly that effective therapy cannot be administered. Recently several investigators described sudden death
in asthmatics or the precipitous onset of asthma, referred to as
sudden asphyxic asthma [296, 372] . In a study of 261 consecutive
episodes of near-fatal asthma, 13 percent occurred in less than
t hour (6h n the other hand, a lame majority of were asthma
attacks are slower in onset and preventive therapy is usually
feasible.
The general approach to prophylaxis in asthma patients attempts to modify the known risk factors . The first step is to recognize that asthma is present and to identify patients at high risk
for were attacks . These patients require careful evaluation and
optimization of their medical regimen . They must be educated
regarding the severe nature of their asUuna and how to recognize
the onset of a severe attack . Instructions to measure and record
peak airflow several times daily and to return for regular lollowup visits, at which time objective measures of airflow can be
made, are recommended ; at this time, educational programs can
be reinforced, Patients should be taught to initiate short courses
of high-dose oral corticosteroids when signs of significant deterioration occur or when peak flow lalis below predetermined levels . If their deteriorating asthmatic state fails to respond to initial
therapy, a crisis plan should be in place that includes physician
telephone numbers and a means of contacting emergency transport and emergency department personnel [347] . Thy principles are further detailed in Chapters 90 and 4 .
Certainly not all asthma deaths can be prevented with the
above-described prophylactic program . As discussed previously,
sudden asthma attacks may occur too rapidly to allow treatment,
and not all patients will comply with the program outlined .
Nevertheless, some reduction in asthma mortality is likely to
result, as exemplified by the findings of two recent studies Mayo
and associates X210] randomized 104 adult asthmatics at high risk
lar severe asthma exacerbations either to an intensive outpatient
treatment program or to routine outpatient care . In the intensive
program, a vigorous medical regimen and educational program
as veli as aggressive self-management strategies for asthma exacerbation were provided . The intensive treatment program resuited in a threefold reduction in hospital readmissions and a
twofold reduction in hospital day use compared to routine care, .
A Parisian study [16] examined the effect of improved prehospital care on asthma mortality, demonstrating a reduction in death
rate from 9 percent to 1 .5 percent when delay in physician arrival
was shortened from 28 .3 to 9 .7 minutes .
Another aspect of preventive care is to investigate all possible
contributing causes once the acute asthma attack has subsided
and to institute a proper program of symptomatic control . The
lung-term goal is to eliminate offending causes and minimize recurrences . The establishment of an effective relationship between
the patient and physician is a critical aspect of management . The
knowledge that advice and care ane readily available in the event
of an emergency provides the patient with a strong measure of
reassurance . Prospective case-controlled psychologic and physiologic profiles that attempt to identify the characteristics of fatal
asthma as reported by trunk and colleagues [340] for children)
and status asthmaticus merit continued study for all ages .
Patients may manifest a variety of reactions to the experience
of status asthmaticus . As with other life-threatening crises, recollection of the episode may evoke anxiety, even terry . This response may influence the patient's perception of the severity of
later asthmatic attacks, thereby influencing medication usage
and the frequency of rehospitalization [f6, 74, 75] . In contrast,
other patients adopt denial a s defense mechanism : b minimizing their symptoms, they may permit a subsequent attack to
intensify without seeking appropriate medical attention [74]

7,3. .Status Asthm cus

Inltlal asaessrnerrt
• Detailed medical history (Hx)
• Complete physical examination (PE)
• Exciratory flow measurement : PEFR or FEV
• Chest radiograph
• Arterial bled gasloximetry (see text)
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Special attention for :
past history of respiratory failure
-elderly
-pregnant
-complicating medical conditions
-history of steroid-induced complications (e.g., psychosis)

Treatment
• Inhaled betas a nists up to every 1--2 hours
• Systemic corticosteroids ; e .g ., intravenous methylprednisolone
60-80 mg every 6-g hours
• I ntravenous aminophylline or oral theophylline
Supplemental oxygen (if hypoxemic)

Intensive Care Unit
4G mmHg with severe airflow obstruction
• PCO2
• Deterioration despite maximal therapy

Icu
•

Continued as s meat
• Hx, PE. PEFR or FEV (measured at least twice daily : before

and alter bronchodilator desirable)

•
•
•
•

treatment
Nebulized tae agonists every 30-00 minutes : may
supplement with subcutaneous epinephrine
i ntravenous corticosteroids
intravenous aminophylline
Oxygen supplementation
I ntubation and mechanical ventilation for hypercapnic
respiratory failure

Improved
Suggested goals prior to discharge :
• Hx and PE; Minimal or no wheezing ;
1 awakening at night
with mild symptoms ; good activity tolerance

• PEER or FE

j:

~ 70

of baselines

Transfer ICU
Not Improved
Deterioration despite maximal therapy

Preparation for discharge
• Inhaled beta2 agonist rto more than every 3-4 hours
• Oral corticosteroids; role or inhaled corticosteroids discussed
in text
• Oral theophylline
• Adequate oxygen saturation breathing room air
• Provide patient education, especially
-medication use
PEFR measurement at home
-need for lollo v-up and chronic care (contact with physician
within 7-IO days of discharge recommended)
Home with patient education, medications } arid toJIow .up
plan

. 73-8 . Acute exacerbations of asthma in adults . Hospital mwwgement, tPEFR baseline refers to the norm
for the individual, estabkshed by the c1inicfarr . This may be percentage predicted based ori standardized norms
or the patients personal best percentage, (Reprinted from rational Asthma Education Program . Expert Panel

Report. Executive Summary : Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Managment of Asthma . Publication
Bethesda, D: National Institutes of Health, June /99/ . P. 30.)

(chap. 85)-

Both of thy responses are maladaptive, and patient
education and counseling are required to emphasize that asthma
can be well controlled with optimal management and to encourage a realistic perception of the disease . At the same time, there
is no place for complacency in the management of these patients,

as there is no reliable guide for predicting their course . Throughout management, it is mandatory that careful observations support a rational therapeutic program . For this most critical period
in asthma, it is our position that a key factor determining a successful outcome is the commitment by a cc mpa innate. met icuIously thoughtful, and knowledgeable physician .
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